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*fhs scope of our knowledge has been so widened, 
and we have so many "departmentsM of knowledge sealously 
guarded by their respective specialists that we have come 
to a stage of human culture in which we have compartments 
of knowledge, but not knowledge itself; specialisation but 
no Integration, specialists but no philosophers of human 
wisdom*11
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Bref&ce and Introduction

Every business firm periodically takes an inventory of its 
equipment and resources* M s  is merely a sound business principle *
It is a procedure that should be practiced by the educational world*
The purpose of this dissertation has been to segregate one portion of 
the educational field in order to study and analyse its position* Spe
cial attention has been given to some of the factors which have influenced 
this particular part of education in the past and which will probably con
tinue to do so in the future*

In. brief, the problem to be considered deals with th© position 
and status of introductory social science courses in higher education, 
particularly with reference to the role of political science* The first 
question to be considered was what institutions of higher learning should 
be included in the survey? The universities selected were the state uni
versities. Of the forty-eight states, all but Mew York, New Jersey, and 
Bhode Island maintain a state university. In this study the forty-five 
state universities and Rutgers in New Jersey, Shod© Island State, and 
New York University were surveyed* The selection of these forty-eight 
state institutions established certain natural limit© for the work. The 
state universities provided diversified enrollments* Enrollments ranged 
from nineteen hundred students at the University of South Dakota to more 
than forty thousand registered at the various branches of the University 
of California. Another factor considered in selecting the state univer
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sities as logical subjects for study m s  that viiile they have not always 
been the leaders in every educational movement, at least they have, as 
a group, maintained an excellent position in educational circles* They 
represent a arose section of the American educational pattern in higher 
education, The universities maintained by the states have always as
sumed the responsibility of preparing their students for citizenship, as 
well as for a professional career* Since social science has been, a divi
sion of education particularly called upon to assume the tadc of prepar
ing the student for his position in society, it seems reasonable that the 
state universities should be studied in order to ascertain the status of 
social science.

A second question that had to be answered mss what were to be 
the primary objectives of the survey? The first and most important objec
tive was to determine the status of the general Introductory social science 
course* This involved answering a number of questions* 1. YJhat schools 
offer a course of this nature? Z. lhat methodologies and instructional 
techniques are used? 5. How is the course administered? 4. Vtfiat is the 
nature of the course, its general content and approach? 5. 1/hat texts 
are used in the course?

The corollary objective of determining the status of social 
science included evaluating the role of political science in the social 
science programs of the state universities. This necessitated a study of 
the contributions that political science has made to general introductory 
social science courses. The major question was: what has political sci
ence contributed to the introductory social science course offered in
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each university in regard to personnel* subject miter and reading mate- 
rial?

leasts® it is believed to be essential to visualise the whole 
before a small portion m y  be seen in proper perspective* the first chap
ter Is devoted to the present day educational movement known as general 
education, with a consideration of Its meaning, influence and the extent 
of Its development* this plan m s  used as it was felt that the discus
sion of social science and. political science has more meaning and reality 
against this broad canvass.

the sources of information used were the admini stration and 
instructional staffs of the state universities. Ivory state university 
m s  contacted at least two times and as many as five letters were ex
changed with members of the staffs of the schools which offer general 
social science courses, the co-operation of the presidents, the deans, 
and the instructional staffs m s  most helpful.

A great number of people have given generously of their time 
and counsel during the preparation of this work. To professor lack T. 
Johnson X owe thanks for valuable critical advice and innumerable help
ful critic!seas. Dean Sari J. JlcGrath also gave aid in the preparation 
of the manuscript as did Professor John H. Haofher. To Professor Kirk H. 
Porter, Head of the Political Science Department, X owe thanks for making 
the writing of this dissertation possible. Any errors in ©valuation or 
interpretation in any part of the work are say own.
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Chapter I
o w m A L  education in the state uhwehsitissi

Hew ideas and programs on all levels of education are con
stantly commanding the attention of the general public as well as profes
sional educators. HarM Tfetr II has precipitated an avalanche of words 
concerned primarily with higher education. The recent books and articles 
an the subject haw been so numerous and so similar as to evidence a 
trend - a trend usually termed ’♦the. general education movement. « Some 
writers and educators believe that the movement could appropriately be 
called nth© liberal education movement” for the two have rmich in common. 
Probably President J. B. COnant of Harvard University is as responsible 
as any one man for the widespread use of the term ^general education.

The movement, whatever it is called, is certain to have an 
affect upon social science and its specialised disciplines. That it is 
simultaneous with the advent of the general social science course is 
refuted by the fact that twenty state universities offer general intro
ductory courses in this latter area but only ten of this group relate 
them to a concrete general education program. It should be noted, how
ever, that the general social science courses in several of the state 
universities haw served as the genesis for a general education curriculum.

It is not to be concluded that general education always follows 
the offering of a general social science course or that a revamping of 
the curriculum ig the only form that the movement may take. At the Gkla-
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ham Agricultural arxi Ifechanical Colley, general education does not 
consist of offering tmr courses or old courses under new titles* but 
rather proceeds from a testing program through which the student s are 
directed into areas in which the examinations dhow they hare insufficient 
knowledge**

the examination is called the Sophomore General examination 
and is similar to the Graduate accord Bcassinatien in that it reveals the 
student*s strength and weaknesses in eight different general areas* The 
test mast be taken and passed before a student is advanced from the loner 
f&visLoga of the college to the Upper Division* The extent of the examina
tion is indicated by the fact that it requires more than nixie hours to 
administer.^

Ho complete agreement exists as to what general education is 
or how widespread Its effects will ultimately be. Definitions of general 
education are almost as numerous as the writ cars in the field*

Herman Eberster defines general education as, implying not a 
superficial training which runs parallel with expert training, but a gen
uine reconciliation of breadth and thoroughness. lie believes that it 
means a reasonable degree of thoroughness within a reasonable degree of 
breadth. Therein is Implied a mellowness and matureness, rather than speed 
and efficiency - assimilation and not mere item gathering, reflection, 
penetration and recognition of relationships. Principles should dominate 
facts.5
*Bulletin - Oklahoma Agricultural and Msehanical College, 1946-1947. 

pp. 19, 100.
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V. W. Charters expresses a similar opinion when be comments that 
ganftra.1 education is concerned with the mastery of* those cultured tools 
which are of most Importance for the common isan.̂

Many people will con̂ xlain that these definitions are 'vague and 
intangible* this group finds support in the Harvard Beport* General 
Education in a Free Society* for this scholarly document raised the ques
tion that tbs terra is vague and lacks color. A definition of the movement 
to avoid criticism* therefore* must include some conception of what gen
eral education attempts to achieve. It should include both the goals and 
the objectives of the movement.

The aims of general education can not be easily summed up. The 
Harvard Beport defines the goal of the movement as an attempt f'to provide 
a broad critical sense by which to recognise competence in any field. "S 
One of the major objectives of general education Is to create intelligent 
citizens. General education is needed In a democracy probably more than 
in any other form of government. In addition* the universities which are 
pioneering in the field of general education are striving to attain A. J. 
Brumbaugh *s objectives for an instructional program. His idea ©enters 
around the theory that the concomitant of general education* if not its 
major purpose* Is the development of an aesthetic over-tone to life as a 
whole Qom educators believe that a school Which wants to do justice 
to what is called general education must aim to develops four prime 
abilities in the students* These are identical to the four goals of 
general education as conceived in General Biucation for a Eree Society. 
First* to develop the student * 3 ability to think effectively^ second*
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to advance Usability to eommmiie&be either through the written or the
spoken word# third, to increase his ability to make relevant judgment35

7and fourth, to augment the student5s ability to diseriiaiirate mines.
Ih© fact that general education is not concerned with highly 

specialised knowledge has been recognized for many years. President 
James %. Wood at Stephens College accepted and utilized many of the ideals 
and jsindples of general education before 13 SO. ITesictent Wood m de a 
sharp distinction between the specialised scholarship which w&j be appro
priate in the graduate school and the breadth of knowledge and functional

gexperience vital to a liberal arts college.
A negative characteristic of the general education movement is 

its opposition to vocational! am. this would seem to be only natural since 
It demands that specialisation, so often associated with vocational! ski, 
be separated from the general education curriculum.

Another trend in higher education, in ways distinct from general 
education, is a movement to organise the curriculum into larger units 
rather than separate subjects. Ibis calls for better integration of the 
subject matter than under the older typo of organization. The exponents 
of this integration believe that it will result in more closely relating 
"fee courses to vital needs and problems.^ The defect in the single sub
ject matter unit pointed out by the critics of tills type of organization 
is its failure to realize that the life of the individual is affected by 
all of the subject matter areas simultaneously, not first by one and then 
by another*

Howard Mamfcrd Jones charges that departments which inevitably
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accompany the single subject scatter milt are one of the greatest evils 
In our educational system* Ste asserts that departmenbs are the products 
of fi$pedalisetlon whito In turn nourish departments and thereby establish 
an unendlag circle* The etlmocen.triam developed within departments has 
become one of the barriers for the ideas of general education to overcome. 
It can not be denied that specialisation and departments, if they are 
unduly emphasised, are at r®r with m a y  sound concepts of education and

*JAthe theories of general education.
Mucators are frequently asked, ^liere is the impetus for the 

general education acrfesmt?9 2he Ilarvarcl Beport asserts that some of the 
stimulus ccBses from to© enlightened specialists and declares that this is 
no mall part of to© argument in favor of general education. Many profes
sional educators, however, believe Howard I&uaford Jones is correct when 
he says, **!b© place and the future of the (general education) Ksoveraent 
is squarely in the hands of the college and university presidents and the 
deans of the liberal art® colleges.

®i© deans of the Liberal Arts College® in the State Universities 
differ in their conception of general education and it® relationship to 
other area© of the curriculum. Some of to© administrators have made no 
move to Join the general education movement o For example, the diversity 
of North Dakota has thus far remained aloof from the trend. The adminis
trators of tods state university assort that they have not been able to 
do much in the arm of general education. Being a mall institution, with 
less than twenty-five hundred students, and with limited financial sup- 
port, the official® of the school haw decided It is unnecessary bo change
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the liberal arts program*^ A similar attitude is expressed by the 
Liberal Arts Bean of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural 
College. There the subject of general education has been given atten
tion* because the possibilities of introducing courses of a more general 
nature in several fields have been discussed. However, the administra
tive staff has not been sufficiently convinced of their value to make 
any move in the direction of general education courses and in view of 
the attitude prevailing at the University there seems to be little likeli
hood that there will be any changes in their curriculum in the near 
future.^®

The officials of the state universities that at present believe 
that their schools will remain above the ebb and flow of the general educa
tion tide are few. These schools at which not even lip service is being 
given to the ideas of general education are for the most part the state 
universities with small enrollments, and limited finances.

A second category of state universities includes those schools 
which are investigating, considering, and contemplating changes in their 
eurriculm to make it conform with the general education trend. However, 
at the beginning of the 1947-48 academic year, none of the schools in. this 
group had gone beyond the discussion stage. The University of Washington 
typifies this group. There, the university committee composed of deans 
and members of the faculty has prepared a report on general education and 
will submit its observations to the entire faculty for consideration. 14 
A similar situation exists at the University of Maine. While no general 
education courses have been instituted, the faculty and the members of
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the administration have bem interested in the reports of other schools 
on the develojpGsent of such courses.16 At the dhiversity of lffca.Ii a study 
of general education is being made by the members of the university com
mittee which was appointed to "look-into,r the movement* The report of 
the Utah oomsittee, when it is eoag&eied and if adopted, would probably 
materially affect the curriculum of the university.16

The Ikilverslty of Alabama is another of the state universities 
in the process of drawing up blue prints for a general education program* 
During the summer of 1947, the faculty of the Alabama College of Arts 
and Sciences began a series of studies which are concerned with the gen
eral education area* One committee was appointed to consider the general 
education movement, while a second group was named to investigate the 
desirability of a general course in social science.1^

In tills second group of thirty-two state universities, the con
crete general education program has as yet to be adopted, but all of these 
schools are conducting studies concerned with the general education move
ment - The administrators and faculties of these state-maintained univer
sities appear to feel that careful consideration of general education is 
warranted, bat hesitate to consult their institutions to curricular changes 
until the situation has crystalized and the trend more fully developed.

Algo D. Haider son, president of Antioch College, has summarized 
the conditions that are present in some of the state universities in his 
book Vitalising liberal M u  cation. Hs states "in spite of evidences of 
new thinking about liberal or general education, by and large the colleges 
seem satisfied to follow the traditions of the past. They remind one of
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the bronze founder who is proud of having through years of hard apprentice- 
ship learned how to cast statues in bronze exactly as Cellini cast them 
four hundred years ago- In the pride of his ancient art, he refuses to 
see the tremendous developments in science and in training methods which 
have taken place during the Industrial Bevolution. Similarly, the liberal 
arts college refuses to recognise the radical changes in educational philos
ophy and method which has been produced by the era of science *

Die third cl&ssifi cation of state universities in regard to the 
status of general education is a relatively small group, which has adopted 
the philosophy of general education* &1 attempt is sad® in those schools 
to co-ordinate the basic and relevant knowledge of the disciplines of re
lated fields into a single conceptual framework- Dies© universities ares 
the Dhiver sitie s of Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina, Louisiana, Hew 
Hampshire, Oregon, l&ssissippi, Arizona, Florida and Iowa.

the University of Minnesota, the largest of this group in terms 
of student enrollment, has during recent years developed courses in many 
departments designed fundamentally on a general education basis. Accord
ing to Dean Kussell Cooper several interdepartmental offerings have also 
proved particularly successful. The Minnesota work differs somewhat from 
that of the other state universities in that the general education program 
is organized within a General College.^9

The Ehiverslty of Oregon is another state university which has 
made provision for general education, especially in the lower division.
The aim has been to compel a wide work distribution for the students in 
the lower division through the fulfillment of group requirement3. The
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establishment ©f courses sore broad in scope than the restricted offer- 
ings of any one department has been instituted. Collaboration of depart
ments at the University of Oregon has been widespread and as a result 
the departEaent boundaries have been frequently transcended.20

For over twelve years the T&ivarsity of Florida has been work
ing in the field of general education, this broad experience places the 
school in & leading position among the state universities. 3h practically 
all of the general education courses at the Ik&versity of Florida the 
responsibility has been assumed by those faculty mashers with the greatest 
length of experience. 3he$e educators are convinced that the teacher of 
the oosprehensive courses, the courses that disregard departmental bound-* 
arias, require more information, more insight, and more real wisdom than 
is required in the average upper division course. The directors of the 
Florida plan have discovered that men who like to philosophise about gen
eral education and to writ® about teaching goals, instructional objectives 
and classroom techniques, too often do not know how to apply their theories 
to actual teaching conditions.^-

QT the Saw ihgland state universities in this third group, the 
t&iivarsiiy of Hew Hampshire has recently revised the program of its col
lege of liberal arts and has given emphasis to general education. Accord
ing to Dean ELewett the General liberal Arts Curriculum is intended to 
give the student a broad, liberal program, a general education leading to 
the B.A. or B.3. degree* Provision, however, is made for vocational edu
cation in the New Hampshire plan which Is called the Prescribed Curriculum. 
Shis latter program provides for considerable intensive specialisation
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which Dean Wbemtt believes Mconserves the breadth and general culture 
of the student s” enrolling in the described <hn*icuX\sa» The courses 
in the general ©incation area of the Ifoiversity of Hew Hampshire have 
been in operation in none form or another for several years. ̂

Them are many difficulties and problems involved in. a general 
education program. Some of these have already been touched upon. I&sr- 
ever, the comprehensive problem, irrespective of admlrd.sfcr&iion, is the 
adaption of the general education program to the needs and interests of 
different groups. This includes '’selling” the student the philosophy, 
the aims, the goals and objectives of the program. This should not be 
an tmsur®3untable task, but it is one that must be given proper attention 
by the administrators and the instructors of the general education courses. 
The difficulty mentioned most frequently by deans and adEmiistrators is 
the recruitment of personnel who are not only qualified to perform, in the 
all-inclusive fields but who are interested enough to devote their talents 
and energies to this endeavor.

President Virgil M. ISancher of the State ijoiveraity of lam. in 
his article in The Journal of General Education entitled, ’’The Cbnspon&nts 
of General Biuoation, states son® unobtained objectives for general edu
cation. The first of these objectives is the recognition of the inadequate 
amount of time allotted to general education. The problem may be more 
than this, however, for the question is how to best utilise whatever time 
is devoted to general education. The second objective and problem is one 
of a a k ^  t he prqgrmjvalua^^ graduate study and research.
Hhtle it should be kept in mind that great numbers of students never begin
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graduate study, it is still i^xxrtant that those who do find the general 
education program. useful. The final objective - that of creating an 
ethical attitude toward the uses to which a student nay apply his knowledge

gaand his skill is a question to which there is no apodictic answer*
The corollary problem raised by President rancher leads to a 

very interesting and prepXaxing question that confronts general education* 
It t© simply thiss ©an general education properly prepare a student to 
pursue regular departmental courts? Stated more concretely, does a 
course such a© fin introductory course in social science give the student 
the necessary background for taking advanced courses in the various social 
science disciplines? Does an introductory course in social science con
stitute a ©olid foundation for a student who later takes a course in public 
administration, cultural anthropology, foreign trade, or juvenile delin
quency?

Again there seems to be no all inclusive answer - indeed there 
would appear to be little agreement among educators on any of the funda
mental aspects of this problem* This lade of uniformity of belief as to 
the value of the general introductory courses Is evident from the replies 
expressed by three department heads at the University of Mississippi when 
asked if they believed an introductory course in social science would 
adequately prepare a student for more advanced work in the specialized 
divisions of social science* Da&n Horace B. Brown of the School of Com
merce and Business Administration, had the following comment to make,
*$h±le I am quite sure a course in Introduction to the Social Sciences 
in many respects may be quite good, I do not consider it to be a pro
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requisite, in any sens®, to a study of occnoasios, political science, or 
sociology. fhls being true, I would really prefer to have a student 
study some other subject at this level or begin a more specialised course 
in political science, econo7d.cs or sociology. *• An almost directly op
posite view is expressed by Dr. IJorton King, Jr., Professor of Sociology* 
Professor King says, «X am convinced that some work on the freeman level 
is necessary to prepare our high sc&ool graduates for the intmductory 
sophomore courses in economics, political science and sociology* "Shat 
the students lack in particular is the perspective that comes from know
ledge of our society as a functioning whole. This is why 1 believe that 
ah interdepartmental course is better preparation than freshman work 
offered by the departments separately*" Dr* Robert B. IfLghsaw, of the 
Bhlwrgity of Mississippi Department of Political Science, has a concep
tion of the value of the introductory course that parallels that claimed 
by Professor King* Hr- HLghsaw states, "It is my opinion that this typo 
of coarse offers very great possibilities as a means of orientating the 
student to the basic concepts of the social science fields such as poli
tical science, economics, sociology and psychology. It has been my obser
vation that very often students com© to the advanced courses in each of 
these fields without so^^knowledge of basic concepts* In fields such 
as political science, where the sophomore course is usually a course in 
national government, an introductory course in the social sciences is 
almost indispensable* It seems to me, also, that the student majoring 
in on© of the fields covered by the courses is often aided by the general 
knowledge of related fields which can not b© picked up on a hit and miss
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basis.1,24
fh© members of tit® Xfod.versi.ty of South Dakota, staff question 

the value of general introductory courses as preparation for advanced 
mark. Dean Pardee reports that his faculty is unanimous in its belief 
that such a course as an introduction to social science would not prop
erly prepare students to take nor© advanced courses in political science,, 
economics, ami sociology. I& asserts that the members of his physical 
science faculty do not believe a general introductory science course to 
b© sufficient as a prerequisite for the advanced courses*2^ The faculty 
of the social studies at the University of Kentucky is in agreement with 
ib© South Dakota staff as they do not have faith in an introductory social 
seienc© course as preparation for advanced work in the various social sci
ence disciplines.^6

An Interesting analysis of the sentiment concerning the value 
Of Introductory general education courses is presented by Dean Edward H. 
Iauer of the University of Washington. While Dean lauer firmly believes 
that such courses can be the best ones to prepare a student for more 
advanced work, he admits that he 1© unable to point to any courses which 
are doing the job. the Dean of the University of Washington liberal Arts 
College believes that most faculties have not developed general intro
ductory courses beoaus© few of the key men in the departments are coa-

2*?winced that it Is possible.
Melville J* Kerskovits, Professor of Anthropology at North

western University, shares Dean lauer»s opinion that the general course 
is the best course to prepare a student for more advanced work. lie
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believes the students at northwestern University are being given the best 
possible foundation for mare advanced work through the Northwestern gen
eral introductory courses*2®

*t
Jfraneis 0* H I cck, a member of the legislative reference service 

of the library of Congress, has found a growing feeling in m n y  quarters 
that each a course as a broad social science offering gives a more effec
tive introduction for advanced work. <'In some institutions such as the 
IMiversity of Chicago, the general social science course has replaced the 
traditional introductory courses given by each of the disciplines^ At 
ether universities the students are required to take the general intro
ductory course before registering for the usual first course in each sub
ject matter area.

'There are at least three plans concerning the role a general 
introductory course may assume in the curriculum. The Chicago plan has 
the general area course replace the usual introductory offering. The Iowa 
plan differs from this in that the general introductory course is used in 
the general education program as all students except those majoring in a 
discipline included in the general introductory course must take general 
area courses. This means that a student majoring in political science 
would not be required to enroll for a general introductory course in 
social Science. The third plan makes use of the general introductory 
course ms a basic foundation for specialized work in any discipline in 
the area. This middle-of-the-road idea of using the general introductory 
course as a supplement to the departmental offerings would seen to have 
some definite advantages. The biggest problem that this procedure
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presents Is it probably would make necessary extensive revision of many
of the tipper division courses* For instance in the field of political
sdQioe, it ■would probably necessitate a revamping of the American govera-
rnent courses. If th© students have a good foundation in such areas as
public opinion, propaganda and .pressure groups, it would seem proper to
bâ pe th© American. government course on a different level than is necessary
when the students have no background in this genial area. The asms would
b® feme of th© oilier specialised disciplines. Possibly this is another
of the problems facing the growth and expansion of the general education
movement. Inertia among members of a college faculty is a powerful force,
which, if coupled with th© desire to protect vested interests, can form
a formidable opposition to any new trend. H. Frederick TifLlikie emphasises
this difficulty facing general education, when he declares that faculties
are often not free agents and are restricted to their beliefs, lie stresses
that th© general education movement is handicapped by the heavy hand of
tradition and conservatism which often controls department heads, deans,

Soand college presidents.
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State I&iiirersluiGS with General Mucation yrogreum and an Ihtroduetory Social Science Course
State Uhiwarsities with State diversities with
General Intrt̂ uchcary Course General Introductory Course
in Social Sciance in Social Science
(hith a General Bfeo&tlon Program) (Bat Ho ITQgram in General Bincation)

1. Arisona 1. Illinois
a. Florida 8. Maine
5. Iowa S. Mississippi
4. Kansas 4, .̂ssotjri
5* Lordsiana 5. Montana
6. Minnesota 6, Nebraska
7. Hew Hampshire 7, Kntgers (N.J.)
S. Hew fed. co 8, South Carolina
9* Horth Garolina 9. West Virginia
10. Cregon 10. Viyonihrig
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TABLE B
The Status of General Bdacation Programs 

In State Universities
State diversities 
With Programs 
In Operation____
1. Ariaona
2. Florida 
5. Iowa
4. Kansas
5. Louisiana
6. HUmesota
7. Mem Il&s$>di±r©
3. New Mexico
3. Berth Carolina. 
10. Oregon

State diversities 
That Are Considering 
_____ M m  Plans____
1* Alabam
2. Colorado 
5. California
4. Connecticut
5. Georgia
6. Delaware
7. Idaho
S. Illinois
3. Indiana

10. Kentucky
11. &hine
12. Maryland
IS. Ihsoaaorasetts
14. Michigan
15. Mississippi
16. Missouri
17. Montana 
13* Bebr&ska
19. New York
20. Chio State
21. Oklahoma
22. Jtaisylvania 
23..Rutgers (N.J.)
24. South Carolina
25. Texas
26. Utah
27. Vermont
28. Virginia
23. Vfasiiington 
50. West Virginia 
31. Wisconsin 
52. Wyos&ng

State diversities 
Not ^ L r tic ip a tiiig

1. Arkansas
2. Nevada
3. North Dakota
4. Rhode Island State 
5« South Dakota
6. Tennessee
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Chapter II 
SOCIAL SCIBrCE DISCIPLINES

Before a profitable discussion can be undertaken of the prob- 
1ms and the status of the social science disciplines) some understand
ing of just what constitutes these sciences imst be detearndned̂  As 
Klbridge Sibley phrases the problem, ,rAny intelligent discussion of 
social science must unfortunately begin -with a definition.” One of the 
leading authorities In this field, B&rin R. A. Seligmn, has defined the 
social sciences as “those mental or cultural sciences which deal with th© 
activities of the individual as a member of a group. * Using his outline 
as a guide, it is found that one of the earliest, if not the first of th© 
social sciences, Is that field of study known generally as political sci
ence. Economics is another of these fundamental sciences and since the 
Greeks studied polities first and then economics, it has retained along 
with its primary aspect, a secondary residium. third of this group is 
the study of history as it inquires into the genesis and development of 
both political and economic institutions. last of the older group is the 
off-shoot of political science, jurisprudence or the science of law* Ac
cording to SeUgman, the four “newer” social sciences are anthropology, 
penology, crisdmlogy, and the social science “par excellenceM sociology. 
However, there are other disciplines that are closely enough related to 
this general area to be mentioned in any exhaustive study. Rbhics, educa
tion, philosophy, psychology, biology, the arts, linguistics, and geography
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m y  be considered as related to the social science disciplines already 
mentioned*

Charles A. Beard's answer to "What are the social sciences?** Is 
of sufficient value to warrant consideration. Dr* Beard first defends 
the customary usage "scienceH as being correct since it m y  mean a body 
of knowledge and thought, usually to be found in books and papers. "So
cial science** he asserts* "is such a body of knowledge and thought per
taining to human affairs as distinguished from sticks, stones, stars, and 
physical objects.H Professor Beard completes his admittedly 'bewildering” 
definition by stating, "the social sciences are scattered widely - in 
millions of books and papers and in the minds of million a of persons* *
Mare concrete is Mr. Beard’s list of the social science disciplines in 
which are included* (1) Geography, (£) Economics, ($) Cultural Sociology, 
(4) Political Science, (S) History, (6) Mthropology.®2

A very general definition of social science is presented by 
Elbridge Sibley as the application of the scientific method to the study 
of social structures and behavior#®® However, it would seem that a con
cise or limited definition is impossible. Robert lynd does not define the 
tana social science tut prefers to call it an organized part of culture 
which exists to aid man in understanding and in rebuilding his culture*®4

All attempts at definition of social science agree that the 
general subject matter is man in his relationship to society- Each of the 
social sciences embrace a body of knowledge and thought pertaining to the 
relation of human beings, both to one another and to the physical environ
ment in which they live. Possibly there wouM be no social science if
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there were no problems nor perplexities in group life* In a. special 
sense, the social sciences prepare the individual for participation in 
social life. Especially do they lead the m y  in civic education. Char
les B. Msrriara has stated that the social sciences unlock the door to 
political and social advance. ̂  d̂ The social sciences attempt to reach a 
comprehensive interpretation of human life, with the position of man in 
society as the focal point around which all courses revolve .>

fhere is considerable agreement that the principles and prac
tices of social sciences are less definitely verified than are the natural 
sciences, the social scientist deals with the activities of man* which 
are comparatively unpredictable* while the natural sciences study nature 
and predictable problems.^®

In the social sciences multiple causation aaist be taken into 
consideration in every study. The ixjssibilitie s of controlling all but 
one of the causes of social phenomena are usually remote. An almost in
finite number of variables and factors of human will and choice, with both 
vertical and lateral relationships complicate all studies of social prob
lems. fhere is no implication in this that the work of the social scien
tist is less Important that that of the chemist* physicist* or geologist, 
but rather serves to emphasize that the task of the social scientist is 
possibly even more difficult to perform than that of the physical scientist.

The social scientist is often asked to explain his role and func
tion in society* Robert Lynd has an answer to this inquiry. It is his 
assertion that *̂ Lt is the role of social science to be troublesome* to 
disconcert the habitual arrangements by which we live and to deraonstrate
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the possibility of change in more adequate directions. If the social 
scientist gives an adequate reply to the question of what his role in 
society is* he will embark into the realm of his responsibilities * These 
responsibilities appear to consist of answering two questions. Barer do 
the institutions that we have in operation today function and how do they 
affect our social behavior? Bos? can these factors whidi cause trials and 
tribulations fear man in society be removed or altered?

The duty of social science and the social scientist is to en
courage people to understand how they think rather than to tell them what 
to think. The task is not to centime to cos^Ll© more and more data but 
to contribute to a better world based upon, a better understanding of men 
and society. There is reason to believe that social scientists ar© real
ising now that the individual, his motives, his desires, natural or ac
quired, coupled with his institutions, social, political, and economic, 
are the tools that he must employ in his study. It is both the man and 
the institutions with their constant interrelations which form the founda
tions for social science.

According to B. L. Johnson, the first general introductory 
courses in th© social sciences were inaugurated at the same time as the 
first e&perimmts in general education. Trie first attempt in America to 
cut across departmental boundaries on the higher education level and pre
sent a general coarse in the social sciences was mode in 191B-19 at 
Princeton “University. This course entitled "Historical Introduction to 
Politics and Economies11 m s  started in the same year that Dartmouth began 
a survey course in the natural sciences. The following year Missouri
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presented a survey course in the social sciences, as did Stanford. I&rb— 
mouth, in 1919-20, Installed a social science course organised in much 
the m m  fashion as its natural science survey.5^ The first eosnplete 
pattern m s  established, by the TtoAvsrsLty of Chicago between the years 
1925 arei 1925, when it introduced four courses entitled, "Sfen in Society, * 
»The Hatnre of the World,n nlntrodnotion to Reflective Thinking, 0 and 
**Tfee Meaning and the Value of the Arts. In 1925 a second state univer
sity, Minnesota, began eecperdmental work in this area with courses similar 
to those offered by the I&rLversity of (Mcago.4^

It is significant that of the early courses which attempted to 
cut across departmental boundaries, four of the five were in social sci
ence, the fifth being a natural science. By the year 1955, W. H. Cowley 
©stJisated that approximately one hundred and twenty-four survey coarse© 
wrap© being offered.^' Of this number mare than one-third were introduc
tory social science courses.4^ A year later 33. L* Johnson estimated t!iat 
approximtely on© hundred and twenty-one survey courses in social sciences 
war© being given.45

The state m&vereities, represented by ISLssouri and fcmesota 
in the early 1920*$., have been moving cautiouoly in the direction of offer
ing general social science courses. Ry the spring of 1947, of the forty- 
eight state universities, twenty were presenting general social science 
courses. The twenty state universities led by the ISiiversity of Missouri 
and the University of Minnesota are as follows s The universities of 
Illinois, Iowa, North (&rolina, KLorida, l&ine, ISansas, Rutgers University 
(New Jersey), SEtsslsstî i, New Hampshire, South Carolina, 'Dyomins, West
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Virginia, Louisiana State and A|prt cultural and Mechanical College, Mew 
Mexico, Arizona, Ifentana, Oregon, and Nebraska.

La the other twenty-eight state universities, no offering was 
being given in the academic year 1946-47 that couM b© labeled as a gen
eral introduction social science course* As has been pointed out, sev
eral of the universities indicate they are "contemplating" the organisa
tion of aach a course and others indicated that they have comniitees 
appointed to investigate the "feasibility and possibilities“.

The present twenty state universities having an introductory 
general social science course form an interesting geographic pattern. Six 
are located on the Atlantic Coast? Maine, New Hampshire, Rutgers, Florida, 
Hearth Carolina, and South Carolina, while West Virginia is the only Appa
lachian state with a course in this area. The southern states Interested 
in the general social science introduction are Mississippi and Louisiana. 
The west coast states have not Joined the movement, with only Oregon offer
ing a social science introduction. Arizona and Hew !fecico of the southwest 
and Mantam  and doming of the Rocky Mountain states are the only other 
schools in addition to a group of mid-western state universities that hay© 
developed courses in the field. The impetus reached the middle west only 
a year after Its origin in the east. Missouri, Mnnesota, Kansas, Neb
raska, Illinois, and lorn form a mid-western bloc that has shown interest 
in the general social science courses.

Another factor that warrants considerations and one that may 
be of greater importance than geographic location of the state universities 
with general social science courses, is the sd.se of those schools. The two
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largest are Minnesota, with 51,555 students and Illinois with a total of 
29,954. 3h© Universities of Louisiana, Nebraska, and Iona with approxi
mately 11,000 students each, during the 1946-47 school year, are among the 
largest schools in this group. The tfoiversity of Florida, with approxi
mately 9,000 students is the average sized state university with a general 
social science course, the exact number being 9,424. Smallest of the 
twenty state universities with general social science course offering was 
the TDhiverslty of Mmtana with 2,909 students, llsyon&ng with 5,855, Missis
sippi with 5,447, New Msxico, 4,247, and mis© with 4,702 were the other 
schools with less than 5,000 enrolled. The average enrollment of the forty 
eight state universities was 9,785 students, wife the twenty-eight schools 
not participating in the general social science program averaging 10,403 
students per school, giving them an edge over the 9,424 figure as averaged 
by the twenty schools presenting a general social science c o u r s e . ^

Statistics reveal that 11,875 students were enrolled In the
twenty-two general Introductory social science courses offered by the

45state universitles • !Ehe bulk of this enrollment was found in the state 
universities where the course was a part of the requirements for gradua
tion, or admission to fee senior college, as at the University of Minnesota. 
Seven schools require the student to receive credit for the course before 
fee requirements for a degree are satisfied. These seven state universities 
are Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New Hampshire, New Ifexico, North Carolina, 
and Minnesota, which have a total enrollment for their general introductory 
social science courses of 8,420. 2he largest enrollment in a general so
cial science course is at the diversity of $*lorida, which has 5,000
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students registered for their offering. Ieraa. is second urf.tr, approximately 
1,650 students in three social science classes. She University of North 
Carolina numbers of 1,300 in its course, while louisiana and New Hsuapsihire 
each has 600, Minnesota enrolls 400, and Ness' Mssieo lists 470.

In contrast to these enrollments is the number of students reg
istered for the introductory social science course in the state univer
sities where the course is optional. The average enrollment in this group 
is only £84. The State Universities of Arizona, Missouri, Illinois, Wsst 
Virginia, and Wyoming all have fewer than one hundred students in their 
general social science courses, while the University of IQ&nsas enrolls 
exactly one-hundred, Mississippi, 115, and South Carolina has 135. Schools 
not requiring the course for graduation, but who have sizeable enrollments 
in their introductory courses are Oregon with 275, Jfeine, 450, Nebraska, 
SQQ, Montana, 700, and Eutgers with 930.

The introductory social science course at four of the state uni
versities is Halted to freshmen. At the Ifiiiversitles of Missouri and 
South Carolina, the regulation is rigidly enforced, while at the Univer
sities of Mississippi and Nebraska a few exceptions to the rule are per
mitted. The Universities of Maine, Montana, and Hew Ifemp shire have only 
freshmen and sophomores enrolled in the introductory social science course, 
but the remising thirteen state universities with a general social science 
course permit any undergraduate to enroll.

Allowing all undergraduate students to register for the intro
ductory social science course would seemingly produce one of the more 
serious difficulties encountered in the development of general intro due-
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tory courses*
toong the barriers to the orgeiiisatlon of social science 

courses at the state universities is the lade of trained personnel capa
ble of working in this broad area. However, Francis 0. VS8.1cox, a isem- 
ber of the library of Congress staff, takes the via1? that finding teachers 
with proper background in the various social science disciplines is not 
really & difficult problem.^6 Bit on the other hand, William G. Carle ton 
reiterates the difficulty of securing coa$»eteiit instructors in his report 
on the tfoiversiiy of Florida * s social science program, The admnistra
ters at the University of Florida found that the instructors usually were 
well-qualified in o m  specialised area, but often had little background 
and no experience in any of the other disciplines of the social sciences, 
toother difficulty encountered was the securing of m m  who were equally 
familiar with factual and interpretative material. The best instructors, 
the Florida administrators believe, are those with a sensitivity to so
cial and political movements, and an inherent feeling for the trends of 
the times. Frequently instructors will tend to emphasise concepts and 
trends to such an extent that they become pat and even doctrinaire.^

to Internal difficulty that confronts social science is con
cerned with the subject matter of the discipline itself. In dealing with 
economics, politics, and the other areas of the field, the social scien
tist deals with vested interests, prejudices, and human emotions. Under 
the best conditions these would offer difficulties but with no common 
word usage, the situation becomes even more complex, more confused and 
unwieldy. Lack of common tersanology among the disciplines of social
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science makes the teaching of the general course in the area an exceed
ingly difficult task. S. I Bayakawsa. in his book* 0language in Action, * 
has pointed out the difficult! es encountered when there is no uniformty 
of xaeardng applied to the same word by the different academic areas.^ 
Besides standardisation of the terminology, clarity of expression and com
mon sense language is need®!. This urgent need is keenly felt when the 
general social science introductory course is attempted* particularly 
when subject matter specialists deliver the lectures.

there are still numerous other fears and barriers that stand 
in the way of orderly development of a general social science course.
Some social scientists have acquired a fear of being unscientific* yet 
they have not developed fully the us® of the scientific method*^ Prob
ably Oise of the hopes for th© future of the social science course lies 
in a sore cosaplete utilization of th© scientific method. Soma critics 
believe that it is an impossibility..

Another problem in the development of social science courses is 
that of suitable reading material. As will be seen in chapter six when 
the teats used in the social science courses at the state universities 
are examined, there does not appear to be any single book that presents 
th© problems of social science in a way that is suited to the -taste of 
all instructors.

Another difficulty is that of finding some way to present the 
material is the social science course so that th© over-all picture* the 
complete panoramic view* may be achieved. There appears to be an almost 
unanimous verdict that the position of th© social science courses is
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vmsati afactory« As a result* there is a demand for a new aligressnt and
closer correlation between the materials of social science and the

SOmethods that are erployed*
Ihe barriers listed are only a few of the ones which social 

science mmt face. It would probably be impossible to list all the dif
ficulties sinoe what might be a crisis in one university* may never create 
a problem in another*
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TABL1 0
CLas sificaiion of Students Carolled in Introductory 

Social Science Courses

lindted to Freshmen limited to Freshmen
and Sophomore s

Open to All liberal Arts 
Students

1. J&ssissippi* 
2* Nebraska*

1. Maine
2. Montana

1. Arizona
2. Florida

S. South Carolina 3* Hsw Hampshire 3* Illinois
4. f&ssouri 4. Iowa

5. Kansas
6. Louisiana
7. Minnesota 
C. Hew Msscico
9- Horth Carolina 
10* Oregon 
11. Rutgers 
12* lest Virginia 
15. Wyoming

%  few exceptions 
are made*
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Chapter H I  
POLITICAL SCIMGE

k definition of political science can be more easily forsu- 
lated than a definition of social science* Th© Grebes developed polit- 

- leal science early in their history and defined it in its roost simple 
elements as being the science of the state.̂  The father of political 
science, the Greek philosopher Aristotle, described politics as <*the 
master science in th© hipest sense. ̂

This definition and description of the science may be too 
brief for exactness as th© rairnfications of the tern are much greater 
than this* k french writer, Baul Janet, has called political science
Hthah part of social science which treats th© foundations of the state

*55and the principles of government.1* Professor James ¥* Garner, while 
agreeing fmd&menfc ally with th© definition given by Mr* Janet, believes 
that political science is the wrong term as there is no one science deal
ing with the state bat rather there are a group of closely related sci
ences, each of which is concerned with its asm particular aspect of the 
state.54

On© of the best analysis of the constituent parts of the polit
ical science discipline is presented by Herman Heller in th© Qicyclopedia 
of the Social Sciences* in an article entitled « Political Science11. The 
four principal elements included by Professor Heller are as followsj 
•SU Th© process of oorrelation of toveri political, with geographic and
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and climatic conditions, with racial peculiarities and other forces of 
nature. £U The evolution of the role that political (ideas'.play in both

origins and the evolution of political associations. S. The third 
important element is concerned with an analysis of the relations of the.
VprgaixLsed political power s\ to the outstanding ̂^>cial forces \that are pre- 
doj&mting irt the social world. 4. The fourth element deal® with the 
stats mud its position as regards the international povrers\ and its re
lationship to other states. »55

A definition of political science probably should explain 
acre fully the functions of the science. One of the principal jobs and 
to some students the real function of political science, 1® to provide 
correct, authentic descriptions, and explanation® of the political phe
nomena which are constantly occurring. In this function the discipline 
has assumed the more or lea® incidental task of buttressing* undemlx*~ 
ing or entrenching the group in power often called the ruling class.
The prims function still remains as being to explain and study the polit
ical phenomena and institutions.

A® m s  pointed out in Chapter XI* Professor Seligman believes 
political science to be the oldest discipline of the social sciences. 
However* some writers contend that this is not true far they assert that 
political science is merely the fruit of history and conversely that 
history Is the root for all political science. Stephen baa cock, like 
Seligiaan* denied this contention when he asserted, MPolitical science 
has no concern with history in its purely narrative aspects.o56 Actu
ally the political scientist is not interested in the mere accumulation
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of instances as Is the historian, nor is lie interested In the military, 
CGEffisereial or economic aspects of history as such. Bather the political 
scientist uses these facts of history only in so far as they bear upon 
the evolution of social control.a

IBalter j. Shepherd, writing cm political science in The 
agfegy and Prosoectua of the Social Sciences states that he believes 
that imeh of the teaming of political science has been by the hi stori
es! method rather than by the scientific method.^ However, with the 
trend toward studying th© functioning of government and away from the 
study of structure it seems that future progress in the area will be 
baaed on a more extensive use of the scientific method rather than con
tinued emphasis upon the historic approach. This would further establish 
the right ox political science to be called a science. Usually a field 
of academic study Is termed a science if it has the qualities attributed 
to a science i that Is, it imxst bo a unified mass of knowledge relating 
to a single subject, acquired by systematic observation, and deductively 
organised. The scientific method does exactly this and If political 
scientists will utilise this method political science can meet all of 
these qualifications for a science.

Same authorities contend that the scientific method is peculiar 
to the work of the natural and physical sciences. This Is not true as 
the scientific method Is just as adaptable to a social science discipline 
such as political science. Robert tynd in his book Knowledge far What? 
attests that the study of th© political phenomena of the state is proper

Cr>subject for scientific investigation and the scientific method.00 It is
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true that it is impossible for political science to be an ©met science 
in the sense that exact sciences must be studied in a laboratory with 
th© variables all, controlled by the laboratory teclinician, but the dif
ferentiation should be in terms of maturity rather than genus. It must 
also be admitted that the investigator of political phenomena must work 
without the assistance of mechanical apparatus^ cannot reproduce at 
will th© political facts under investigation or control when the polit
ical phenomena will occurj It is also true that the material studied 
by the political scientist is influenced by the unpredictable actions 
of individuals and groups. Hbrosver, th© work of the student of politics 
is an orientation for life, which is one of the distinguishing character** 
istics usually attributed to a science.

In some state universities the study of the political phenomena 
is termed simply governmentH, while in the majority of colleges it is 
called ’’political science,}. Sight of the forty-eight state universities 
included in this survey, the universities of Connecticut, Indiana, Mary
land* Oklahoma, South Dakota, Hew Mexico, Hew Hampshire, and Louisiana 
all call their departments ” Government” which administer the study of 
this area of the social sciences. 2n the universities of Nevada, Ifcmtana, 
Maine and Butgsrs, it is combined with history in a department in each 
school known as the ’’History and Political Science Department11. At th© 
Uaiversity of Horth Dakota an ’’Economics and Political Science Depart
ment* carries out th© work, while at th© University of Colorado, polit
ical science Is inducted in a foursome, ’’Anthropology, Political Science, 
Economics, and Sociology”.
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At the other thirty-four state universities a separate depart
ment entitled Science*1 is maintained, fhe sise of the de
partments in terms of niiitsber of students and staff vary -widely. In 
several instances the staff includes only two men. The University of 
W m  Hampshire lists only two men on their “governmentH staff* while the 
IMversity of l̂ ssaol-sisetts (l&ssacfriisetts State Allege until lUy of 
194?) had only on© man in the Political Science D@psrt?rient. the Tliivar
sity of Arkansas and Idaho State Ijhiversity* like New Hampshire* have 
only two instructors in political science. In contrast to these small 
staffs are the departments at the Universities of Illinois* Minnesota* 
Wisconsin* Iowa* Galifomia* CSiio State* and Indiana* where th© Political 
Science Department is one of the largest in the university, Tbt© Univer
sity of Iowa's staff seems to ho typical in numbers and ranks of these 
larger state universities with five professors* two associate professors* 
two assistant professors and the equivalent of four full-time instructors. 
Staffs of twelve or sore are found listed by the Uhiversities of Minnesota* 
XUinois* Items* California * Hearth Carolina* Wisconsin* T&sJiington* Ohio 
State* and Michigan..

There can be no doubt as to the position political science 
occupies In most of the state universities, Cnly in the six schools 
where political science is a part of a combined department is there a lack 
of departmental standing* and is two of these joint departments the head 
of th© department is a political scientist.

la th© twenty-two general social science introductory courses 
the department of political science is dialing th© responsibility of
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eight courses* -while being exclusively in charge of the social science 
introduction offered in three instances. At the Ghiversity of Iowa* 
where three causes are presented that mil satisfy the social science 
requirement for graduation* the Political Science Department takes part 
in the administration and instruction of all three courses and has ex
clusive Jurisdiction in two of th© offerings. "Jto and Society" is 
under an associate professor of political science assisted by three 
hsdi-time instructors in the department* while "Political Society", is 
supervised by a professor of political science* with the teaching being 
done by an assistant professor and three half-time instructors in the 
political science department. The third course* "Introduction to So
cial Scienceis operated as a Joint enterprise by the Geography and 
Sociology Departments* however* political science contributes discussion 
leaders as do the Departments of Economics* Geography* and Sociology.
At the State University of Iowa the Political defence Department has 
played a pronainent role in the development of general introductory so
cial science courses.

l*he Political Science Department at the University of Minnesota 
has likewise been conspicuous in the formulation of the introductory 
social science offering. 2he lecturers in the Minnesota course are pro
fessors of political science and four of the six discussion leaders are 
members of this major department* with the History and Sociology Depart
ments each contributing one discussion instructor.^

At Rutgers University the Joint ^story-Political Science De
partment has had the responsibility for the introductory social science
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course since its beginning twenty years ago. Ibis department furnishes 
■fee instructors who conduct over thirty different sections. The profes
sor supervising the course is primarily a historian but is heavily as
sisted by political science members of the HI story-Political Science 
staff.60

Three state universities have turned the general social science 
course over to a group of departments* with the political science depart- 
jaeat included, in this group in each instance. At the Ifciiversity of 
Nebraska* the Economics* Sociology* and Political Science Departments 
each share an equal portion of the responsibility for the administration 
and instruction in their introductory course* n Contemporary American 
Institutions*.6*̂ likewise at the University of New B&sxico, three depart
ments* Government and Citizenship, Sociology, and Economics work together 
in the presentation of ^Introduction to Social Science*. Bach of the 
departments contributes all ranks of instructors, from professor to grad
uate assistant, to the operation of the coarse. A policy in the New 
Mexico course that is not in common use is to assign the students who 
intend to major in one of the three departments taking part in the pre
sentation of the course to a class instructed by some member of the other 
two departments.6^

At the University of doming, Social Science Sequence “ is & 
cooperative effort of the Political Science and Sociology Departments.
The course is divided exactly on departmental lines with th© Political 
Science Department assuming the responsibility for the first semester 
of th© sours© and the Sociology staff providing the work covered in the
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second balf.6s
The only other state university in which the Political Science 

Department has a significant part in the production of the general so
cial science course is the University of North Carolina. There while 
the dominant role is taken by the History Department, the political sci
ence staff does participate in the instructional prograta. The Depart
ments of Boonoadcs and Sociology also cooperate in the presentation of 
"Social Science Survey".

It is difficult to determine how large a part the Departments 
of Political Science have played in the introductory social science 
course at the five state universities with a Social Science Department. 
At the University of l&mtaaa the director of the Division of Social 
Science is also head of political science, with a majority of the social 
science staff being drawn froga that of political science.6^ Louisiana 
State University and Agricultural and mechanical College completely sep
arates the Dep&rt ŝent of Social Science from all of the other academic 
departments with no duplication of staff members.e5 The University of 
Kansas also maintains a Social Science Department which administers the 
«Sodal SdLenc® Survey". The head of this course is a political scien
tist, however instructors in the Social Science Department are also mem
bers of the Economics and Sociology Department s.66 A General Studies 
Department administers the Ifaiversity of Oregon* s "Survey of Social 
Science", bat the personnel of this department is largely drawn from the 
history staff* The Economics and Political Science Departments also 
contribute a number of instructors that take part in the introductory
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157course. the Political Science Department plays a negligible role in 

the University of Florida* s introductory social science course, as tbs 
administration is in the hands of the general college which tends to 
place the spedalised departments in th© higher division of the univer
sity.

The Political Science Departments take little part in the 
eight other introductory social science offerings given by the state 
universities. The University of Ariso&a entrusts "Introduction to Social 
Science" to the Anthropology Department, while the University of Illinois 
tarns th© responsibility for what is called a general social science 
course over to th® Sociology Department. At th© University of Blaine the 
combined effort© of th© Economics and Sociology Departments are used to 
present “Modern Society*1. In the south, iS-ssissLppi centers th© respon
sibility in the Sociology Department, with about one fourth of the teach
ing being done by members of the political science s t a f f A  pioneer 
in th© field, the diversity of Missouri gives the administration and 
instruction of “Introduction to Social Sciencen to the History Depart
ment, a® does also th© TMversLty of Ilenr Hampshire* likewise no connec
tion can b© shown between the Political advice Department and the gen
eral social science course offered at the university of South Carolina. 
There the Departments of Anthropology and Sociology assume joint respon
sibility, while at th© IMversity of iVest Virginia "Social Science I and 
11“ As conducted by members of the Economics Department with no aid from 
members of the other departments of the social sciences.^

In the years immediately ahead political science will probably
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play an even more important role in the curriculum of the state univer
sities* During the nest years many new conditions will face the polit
ical science profession that may easily make profound changes in the 
very nature of the science* There are at least two major factors which 
Professor Pendleton Herring believes will have marked influence upon th© 
future of political science* These two are? (1) the relatively greater 
role that government has already assumed and is continuing to assume in 
regulating the social order * (2) the sore active part th© students of 
government have been taking in public affairs on all levels of govern- 
sent, local* state* national and international.^

Political science lias been able to play a leading part in the 
formation of general introductory social science courses for by its very 
nature it can readily draw upon the sister disciplines in the solutions 
of problems that cat across departmental boundaries. The social sciences 
actually draw closer together as their boundaries expand in the attempts 
to study the behavior of man and society. Since government is a univer
sal phenomena of human society which is called upon to solve practically 
all contemporary social problems* it is only natural that several of the 
introductory social science courses concentrate in the general area of 
political science# However* one of the major questions to be answered 
is how best to relate th© new knowledge and accumulated factual data to
the future development of the social sciences* The role of political

71sdonce in this task will be important and difficult*
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TABLE 0
Departments Administering 

Introductory Social Science Courses

Political
Science
Department

Department 
of Social 
Science

Department 
of General 
Studies

Genera!
College

History
Department

Iowa Oregon Florida New Bas^shire
a. Han & 

Society
b. Political 

Society
Louisiana
Montana

Missouri 
North Carolina

Minnesota
Butgers 
(Hisfcary- 
Pol#Sci.)

fee Depts. 
Combine

Three Depts. 
Combine

Sociology Anthro
pology

Economics

Icsra 
(Geography 
& Sociology} 
Introduction 
to Soc« Sd.

Maine 
(Economies & 
Sociology)

Hebras&a 
(Scan. & Pol. 
Science & 
Sociology)

Hew Bffld. cc 
(GcnmrrBaent* 
Sociology & 
Economics)

Mississippi
Illinois

Arizona »5©st Virginia

South Carolina 
(Anthropology 
& Sociology)

(FOl. Science 
& Sociology)
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Chapter I?
INTRODUCTORY SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES

“Introduction to social lieneefi m s  th© title under which 
seven of the twenty-two general introductory social science courses were 
offered by ©tat© universities during th© academic year 1946-4? • The 
course heading used by each of the state universities for its general 
introductory course in this area is listed in the table at the end of 
this chapter.

The catalogue descriptions of the introductory social science 
courses indicate the range of subject matter included in the offerings. 
Of special interest is a descriptive comparison of th© material compris
ing the seven courses taught under the title, "Introduction to Social 
Science*. The catalogue description of the seven courses are listed 
belcws

University of Minnesota: Introduction to Social Science.
(The Hatur© of Contemporary Society) "An analysis of human 
interdependency and of economic, political and social institu
tions. A survey of the problems involved in human inter-relations 
and th© methods used by men to understand and control economic, 
political and social phenomena.

University of lorn: Introduction to Social Science.
"This course is designed to give the student a knowledge of 
economic, social, and political features of modern life. Basic 
pidjieiples of social science are presented in such a way as to 
afford a conprehension of human nature as expressed in social 
groups and social institutions. n?5

tfaiversity of ?&ssissippi: Introduction to Social Science.
"An elementary course designed to develop perspective in the
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field of the social sciences and to provide baflifgrwinH far 
intensive specialized training in economics, political science 
and sociology.

Tloiversdty of Msmmrlt Introduction to Social Science,
(Contemporary Civilization) »A course designed to introduce 
the student to the social studies through institutions. ”75

HaiTersity of 3htrodnctIon to Social Science.
"The background and development of political, social, and eco
nomic institutions that influence modern life. Special emphasis 
given present day problems. "76

Î iiversity of M m  Mexico; Introduction to Social Science, 
"A study of current social, economic, and political problems 
with particular reference to the Dfoited States. "77

jMvergjty of South Carolina; Introduction to Social 
Science. (Social Science Survey) "An orientation course for 
freshmen. This course is not credited on a major or minor in 
a department* Three meetings a week. “78

While the other fifteen titles differ from that of the seven 
listed above which are called ^Introduction to Social Science", tteir 
course descriptions and aims follow the same general pattern. Actually 
little difference can be detected between the first seven and the fifteen 
comparative descriptions listed belcw.

University of West Virginia» Social Science I and II.
•the general course in th© social sciences is designed primarily 
far sophomores and is intended to give the student an understand
ing of the society in which he lives, with some indication of 
political, social and economic trends which may alter his society 
in the future. ”79

University of Oregons Background of Social Sciences. "An 
orientation in each* of the social sciences^ study of the method 
of science andL its application to the social studies, an attempt 
to create in the student the urge to independent thought through 
wide r©ading*"®G

University of Horth Carolina s History of Modem Civiliza
tion. "A survey of the chief factors in Western Civilization
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designed to throw light an the institutions, ideas, and prob
lems of the present *

Hutgers University: Fundamentals of Civilisation. «An
analytical survey or materials from the social and natural sci
ences with emphasis upon their relationships. The purpose is 
to enable the student to understand his own nature, the physical 
and social environment in which he lives, the elements of the 
developing culture pattern, and the chief characteristics of 
contemporary civilisation. RSS

UhlvergltT of lew Basraaahires Introduction to Contemporary 
Civilisation* •’The course is designed to provide a background 
of appreciation of the social significance of man’s environment, 
the nature of man, the cultural heritage from the past, recogni
tion of the historical allusions in literature and conservation 
and knowledge of the general sequence of historic events. Pre
historic and historic evolutions, the historic explanation of 
modem life and an appreciation of the problems of contemporary 
society*^

University of l^ine; Modern Society. MAn introductory 
course in the social sciences, the main purpose of which is to 
analyse and integrate the economic, political, and social prob
lems of contemporary society. Specifically the course includes 
organisation of government, business and labor. It is concerned 
with social problems such as housing, public opinion and race.

University of Kansas? Social Science Survey I and II. "A 
broad survey of the social sciences designed particularly to 
ori©nt the student in the fields of economies, political science, 
and sociology. Ihe course attempt s to aid the student In achiev
ing an integrated view of these closely related fields by approach
ing the problems of society from the sfcand-point of specialized 
investigation. Beginning with a brief survey of the background 
of modem culture, th© course proceeds to an analysis of the 
principal existing institutions and an appraisal of the social, 
economic, and political forces underlying modem social trends. 
Hdl© the interests of the general student aiming to prepare him
self for citizen£&ip and social usefulness are kept foremost, 
the coarse endeavors also to equip those expecting to major in 
one of th® social sciences with a unitary outlook useful to later 
specialisation.

TMiveraitv of Louisiana State and Aizricultural and Mechanical 
College t A Survey of the Social Sciences. “A general introduc
tory ©ours© in. th© field of the social sciences. The course en
deavors to integrate the social sciences by explaining some of 
the ways in which men live together} particular er^uasis is placed
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on the human institutions of the present day societies. ”36
University of Iowa: “Man and Society. The common denomr-

in&tor of the so dal science disciplines will be the subject 
matter of this course. Bsphasis will be placed upon the inter
relationship of man and his culture. The experiments and view
points of contemporary social psychology, anthropology, econom
ics* political science, and sociology will be utilised and in
tegrated. 2h the analysis of the Individual and institutioml 
maladj ustmeat3 the approach of general sematics will be con
sidered. the course will be adapted to the students needs?
The method will range from the tutorial technique for the su
perior student to a social clinic for the below average student. 
Beading and writing assignments will be mad© in accordance with 
student needs and abilities. The course will seek to accomplish 
two main objectives? (1) "Hie development of a methodology for 
appraising social institutions, (2) a dynamic analysis of modern 
society based upon human Estivations and maladjustments.

IMv&rsity of Iowa: Iblitical Societys (Government)
MA study of government as a universal phenomena of human rela
tions in the areas of civil government, economics, and social 
institutions are examined. Attention is focused upon contem
porary social problems that seek solution through governirent."33

University of Illinois: Ooaminity and Society: "The
anthropological and sociological aspects of primitive and modern 
societies are stressed. In the second semester the study is 
devoted entirely to contemporary societies with materials being 
drawn from all of the social sciences.

University of Florida. 1 American Institutions (A Social 
Science CoiEprehensive)  ̂ “The course is designed to develop and 
stimulate the ability to interpret the inter-related problems 
of the modem social world. The unequal rates of change in 
economic life, in government, in education, in science and in 
religion are analysed and Interpreted to show the need for a 
more effective co-ordination of the factors involved in our 
social organizations of today. Careful scrutiny is made of the 
changing functions of social organizations as joint inter
dependent activities so that a consciousness of the significant 
relationship© between th© individual and social institutions 
may be developed, from which a consciousness and a greater de
gree of social adjustment nay be achieved. 1,30

University of Arizonas Introductions to the Social Sciences. 
ttThis course attempts to acquaint the student with the social 
order in which he lives. The issues, institutional, controls in
fluencing the thought and conduct of the individual, and the
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constant changes in social organisations are ei'piained.
University of Nebraska : Contemporary American Xnstitu-

. tione, “This course attempts, first, to give the student some 
knowledge of the entire social organisation of the United States 
as a “going concern”, and, secondly, to develop his ability to 
think and express himself intelligently concerning the problems 
affecting that organisation and the solutions constantly being 
proposed. The point of concentration is the twentieth century 
scene in the United States. "92

ikiiyersity of ?r/Oiid.ngs Social Science Sequence* HA 
course offered jointly by the political science and sociology 
departments* The course stresses the importance of man develop
ing his ability to clearly analyze and solve social and politi
cal questions.

The goals and objectives of all twenty-two of the general 
introductory courses to social science possess a degree of uniformity.
All attempt to provide the student with an insight into the problems of 
society and th© modes by which they can be, and are being, solved. In 
practically every one of the courses, the tJiree major types of institu
tions, political, social and economic are studied in the effort to orient 
the student with the social science disciplines, labile the aims and pur
poses m y  be similar, the approaches and methodologies utilised in the 
courses vary widely.

There are three common types of approaches applied to the so
cial sciences. The oldest, and probably the most universal, is the his
torical. All other methods contain to varying degrees certain elements 
of this approach. A mare recent, bat increasingly popular, mode of study 
is the institutional. The descriptions of courses cited demonstrate the 
extent to which the Institutional plan of procedure is followed. The 
third methodology is the modem problem approach. This technique Is
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used by the TSalverstty of Florida in its introductory social science 
coots©* but has been modified and combined with the liistoiric approach.^ 
this is a common practice* as none of the courses are limited to one 
approach. tactically all of the offerings use a combination of the 
three methodologies* The historical approach is empha sized in Hew 
Itepsfoire1 s* ^Introduction to Qontesiporary Civilisation* " as it is also 
In the Barth Carolina course* ‘NiLstory of Modem Civilisation, * and in 
the Butger * s general social science offering* utfte Fundammitals of Civ
ilisation. n the Hebraska course is represen tatIve of those conibining 
the institutional and problem approaches to the neglect of the historical 
method. In their aConten̂ >cxrary Institutions’* the primary subject matter 
Is social Institutions and the complex customs that are bound together 
under such labels as family* government* and lousiness. The social insti
tutions are not examined in isolation ’bit are approached through th© 
natural rout© of tine persistent social problems which combine the profes
sional interests of th© political scientist, economist* sociologist and 
other specialists* She social* political* and economic problems are th© 
points of departure for an examination of the human institutions involved. 
She tfciiversiiy of Nebraska educational authorities believe that this 
practice not only stimulates interest* but also clarifies the connection 
Of o m  part of th© social organisation with another. The problem approach 
demonstrates th© fundamental unity of the whole .95

* **3$an and Society*** at the Itoiversiiy of Iowa* utilizes all. of
the three caramon. approaches. The analysis of institutions is extensively 
employed as is th© problem method* while only slight emphasis i-e-pl&eed
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Is placed upon the historical. However* a fourth methodology, "the 
persoas-djwc^ture* approach, is the principal point of departure. This 
means that the study centers upon man and his life in society. It de
mands that contemporary society be viewed as an integrated unit and not 
split apart by the traditional social science disciplines.

Ibis methodology is based on Robert Iyn&*s theory that, "What 
appears to be needed is a recovery of persons-in-eulture by social sci
ence*1* While the price ^rstem, the securities market, the tariff, the 
dess structure, the city, and so on are all necessary parts of the social 
science analysis, the primary emphasis in the "i&n and Society* approach 
is upon the people.96

The "Introduction to Social Science, M at the university of 
Iona, relies primarily upon institutional analysis. The first semester 
concentrates on the sociological institutions, while the second semester 
places great emphasis upon the geographic foundations of society and cul
ture and the influence of geography upon labor, law, government, and 
other social and economic institutions. The historic approach is not 
emphasized to any extent. "Government" or "Political Society," the third 
Adversity of Iowa course in the area, utilizes what is called "the 
sound educational method" that requires the study to begin with familiar 
institutions. This institutional approach is blended with the historical 
and problem method. Bnphasis is placed on the institution of government, 
the theory being that government serves as a pivot of orientation for the 
study of modem society.

The University of Kansas* Social Science Survey is another
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introductory course that combines the institutional and problem approach 
with w  historic background. Hie aim of the course is to integrate 
important parts of three of the social sciences* economics* political 
science* and sociology. Hie E&nsas Social Science Department believes 
that this purpose can best be accomplished by this combination of
approaches.

Hie problem approach has been stressed at the University of 
Minnesota where the first quarter of its course, ^Introduction to Social 
Seience,® is devoted to an analysis of the negro problem. Hits central 
problem in American life Is used to show the contributions -which the var
ious disciplines can make to an attack upon such a problem. Hie central 
question in the second quarter is the economic problem of uneirployment, 
with the rolatianfeip of various agencies to this problem being studied. 
The third major problem used is that of community planning. It, too, is 
treated in a f&milar fashion, wife fee emphasis upon the essential inter
dependence of all the social sciences.^

It is evident feat no single method is considered absolute in 
itself. Because of th® nature of the material studied in a general in
troductory social science course, no one method should be used to the 
exclusion of the others. Hie historical method is the one found used 
extensively in several courses, New Î rapŝ iire, Rutgers, and others, but 
even then the other approaches must enter in to supplement the historical, 
the earn is true of the problem approach. Ihila Minnesota uses it rather 
exclusively, It is used more as an integrating factor than as the method. 
Hie analysis of institutions has a great deal to offer, but it too is
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unable to stand alone. As was pointed out in connection with the "Social 
Science Survey*1 course at the Ebiversity of Nebraska* an analysis of 
isolated institutions has little value unless it is closely correlated 
With the problems confronting these social institutions, The î blio&ology 
that is called the persoH?*in~culture approach in Iowads ,!?,San and Society’3 
has not been widely used.

The general descriptive and narrative idea that has always been 
associated with the historical method falls 3hort of meeting the twentieth 
estuary demand for dependable analyses of social movements and of social 
science in general. Hie charge is made that, first, it lades precision, 
and, seeondly, that it tends to select and emphasize particular elements 
and events, which may have powers of attraction for the moment, but are 
relatively unimportant from the standpoint of later interests. The third 
criticism frequently associated with the historical method is that it 
toads to deal with individuals rather than with mass situations and with 
matters of universal Importance- The statistical approach has thrown new 
light upon social relationships and lias as a result given added value to 
the historical method.®^

The problem approach has as its objective the selection of the 
most important problems and th© consideration and evaluation of the 
methods of solution. This approach is based upon the assumption that 
the student is consciously or unconsciously facing groups of problems 
for which solutions may or m y  not have been found. It is assumed that 
he should be aware of the conflicts, know both sides and learn to ar
rive at a reasonable solution of his own. The difficulty encountered in
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the problem approach Is in the select ion of the problems. First, the 
limited time available will force the problems to be relatively few in 
number and as a result they may not cover adequately the types of prob
lems facing the student* Also the difficult decision misb be made as 
to whether problems are to be selected because of their importance to 
society or selected because of their interest to the student.100 Hie 
assets claimed for the problem approach are such that they should be 
placed on record. Since the subject matter of a social science coarse 
Is man and his relations to the world in which he Uvea, the problem 
approach appeals to the student because he cannot help but be impressed 
by the problems that continually face human relations* Hie claim is 
also made In behalf of this approach, that it capitalizes upon the stu
dent *s taste for anything of a controversial nature. Then, too, it is 
said that the better student is challenged to organize his thinking and 
knowledge in his search for a solution, challenged in such a way that ha 
must do something more than merely read books about the problem. The 
final point to be mentioned in favor of the problem approach is that so
cial, economic, and political problems involve every member of society 
and whether the individual i® aware of it or not, he will be sooner or 
later involved in the issues and the attempted solutions.101

Ho matter what methodology is employed, the more the scientific 
method enters into it, probably the better will be its chances of success. 
The four step procedure of the scientific method should become a part of 
the problem approach, of the institutional approach, of the historical 
approach, and of any other approach that is used- First, answerable
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questions should be a^ced. Second, observations should be made in a o&lm 
and unprejudiced manner. Third, generalisations applicable to the solu
tion of the question should be farmed. Fourth, verification of the hypo
theses and their revision of the light of new evidence must be accom
pli shed, and if possible, a scientific law should be stated.

An error that is present in some of the approaches being used 
in various introductory social science courses is the failure to compare 
the culture of the Cfoited States today with other cultures, past and 
present* Unless such a comparison is made, a warped perspective of civ
ilization may result* A study confined to one culture assumes any motive 
to be “human natureB, which will often be discovered to be incorrect by 
the student versed in more than a single culture*

Again it should be emphasised that no single approach, no single 
method is probably adequate for the murk of the introductory social sci
ence course* Sheh of the methods has its value, each lias something to 
offer, but used singly may prove to be inadequate. Different areas can 
be best viewed by different approaches - no set rules should be laid 
down as to what method must be employed. There must exist a flexibility 
that allows the approach and the method to be adjusted to th© study*

Brobably the best method for teaching a general Introductory 
social science course is a combination of several of the approaches. The 
problem approach copied -with the historic method and the scientific 
method seem to lend themselves to the varied naterial covered in tliis 
type of a course.
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TABLE E
Titles of Introductory Social Science Courses 

in State Universities

State University Title of Course Offered
1. Arizona
2. Ktorida
5. lorn

4. Illinois
5. Kansas
6. louisiana State and 

Agricultural and. 
Mechanical College

1* Introduction to the Social Sciences
2. American Institutions - A Social Science 

Compreben si on 
So a. l$m and Society

b. Political Society (Government)
c. Introduction to Social Science

4. Community and Society
5. Social Science Survey
6. A Survey of the Social Sciences

7. Main© 7. Modem Society
6. Mime so ta S. Introduction to Social Science
9. Mississippi 9. Introduction to Social Science
10* Missouri •oH Introduction to Social Science
Il Montana 11. Introduction to Social Science
ls. Nebraska 12. Contemporary American Institutions
15. New Hampshire 15. Introduction to Contemporary 

Civilisation
14. New Mexico e**H Introduction to Social Science
15. North Carolina 15. History of Modern Civilization
16. Oregon 16. Background of Social Science
17. Rutgers (New Jersey) 17. The Fundamentals of Civilization
IS. South Carolina 13. Introduction to Social Science
19. !$est Virginia 19. Social Science, Is II
20. %oraing 20. Social Science Sequence
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Chapter 7
IKSTRIJCTIOML PROCEDURES IW INTRODUCTORY 

SOCIAL SOURCE COURSES

The instructional techniques used in the general introductory 
social science courses are diver si fi ed. The plan that rinds the greatest 
use is the procedure usually referred to as the informal lecture plan.
A definition of this term has to be very flexible as it means one thing 
on one campus and it m y  man something quite different in some other 
educational institution. The term may even have a different connotation 
to two instructors working in the same course and both supposedly using 
the informal lecture technique. In reality little difference exists 
between the socalled ’’formal* and "informal“ lectures. Any distinction 
is usually an arbitrary one. However, the informal lecture does imply a 
procedure in which the lectures and the discussions are conducted together. 
In this method the instructor has the same personnel to work with at all 
times and m y  use the periods either for lectures or for general discus
sion sessions. The process is a very informal one in which the students 
feel free to interrupt the lecturer whenever they have a question. This 
type of organization is used in eight state universities in the introduc
tory social science courses. The Universities of Minnesota, Tfeine, 
Mississippi, SSLssouri, Rutgers, North Carolina, West Virginia, and Wyoming 
utilise this combined lecture and discussion method in conjunction with 
the general social science offering. At the University of Iowa, the
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course, ^Political Society,M has three informal lecture periods a week 
and a fouth period which is a joint discussion and library study session* 

Of the eight courses in which the informal lecture is employed, 
the University of Mississippi has the largest number of students attend
ing the informal lecture sessions. Approximately one hundred and fifteen 
students attend three informal lectures a week. It would seem a formid
able task to use this technique with such a large group. Serious ques
tion arises as to how much student discussion can be accomplished in a 
group of one hundred and fifteen students. Brcbably the informal lecture 
at the University of Mississippi resembles what is usually called a 
formal lecture. The University of Minnesota has an average of eighty 
students attending its informal social science lectures. The wIntrodno~ 
tion to Social Science1* course at I&rmssota enrolls approximately four 
hundred but divides them into five informal lecture groups which meet 
four times a week. Some educators would question the amount of individ
ual student participation in a class of eighty. There is also some ques
tion as to the informality of the lectures presented at the University of 
Minnesota. Both the University of Wyoming and the University of North 
Carolina use informal lectures with from sixty to sixty—five students in 
each class. ^Political Society,** at the University of Iowa, likewise, 
has between sixty and seventy in each of its informal lecture sessions. 
Three other universities utilising this procedure limit their discussion 
classes to thirty students. The Universities of }hine, Rutgers, and 
Missouri are the three schools having only thirty in their informal lee-
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tore groups. Statistics reveal the average size of the informal lecture 
class is about fifty—five. The ratio between discussion and lecture in 
each of the informal lecture classes depends largely upon the instructor, 
but with over fifty students in the classroom, the difficulties of con
ducting discussions are greatly multiplied.

Three of the introductory social science courses are using a 
plan which includes three lectures and one discussion weekly, °l>&n and 
Societyn at the University of Iowa, "Social Science Survey, • at the 
University of Nebraska, and Montana*s HIntroduction to Social Science,** 
are all organized with three lectures and one discussion weekly. The 
Montana schedule also includes a second discussion period a week during 
portions of the semester, while Nebraska allows some flexibility in its 
lectures, having a limited amount of discussion intermingled with the 
strictly formal lecture.

The University of Illinois and the University of Now Hampshire 
depend upon a strictly lecture technique of presentation in their introduc
tory courses, while the University of Kansas, "Social Science Survey, * 
varies its teaching technique with th© portion of the course being con
ducted. Some areas are covered by formal lectures and other portions 
are more adaptable to informal discussion groups. The instructors at 
th® University of Kansas are encouraged to use considerable flexibility 
in their classroom methods, and as a result, generalizations and descrip
tions of the Kansas procedures are difficult.

Two formal lectures and one discussion weekly is the program for
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the introductory courses in social science at the university of Louisiana, 
diversity of Mew Mexico, and the tfiiiversdty of Oregon. The New Mexico 
plan, is similar to the Kansas organisation as considerable freedom is 
allowed each instructor. At times the Mew Lfexico classes appear to con
sist of three informal lectures per week rather than two formal lectures 
and one discussion. At Oregon, however, the plan of presenting two formal 
lectures to the entire class of over two hundred and seventy—five followed 
by one discussion period weekly, is adhered to closely. Louisiana State 
TMversity and Agricultural and Mechanical College conducts ”A Survey of 
Social Science51 in the same manner. The eight hundred students attend 
two lectures each week as a unit, hit are sectioned into groups of thirty 
to forty for a weekly discussion period.

This process is reversed at the University of Arizona and at 
South Carolina1 s State University, where the students enrolled in the 
introductory soda! science course meet as a group for one lecture a week 
and then arc divided into smaller sections for two discussion periods.
Th© TJr&verslty of Florida uses one lecture, followed by three discussion 
meetings every week* The lecture classes include from three hundred to 
five hundred students, while the discussion groups number approximately 
forty. like most of the other schools working in this area, Ilorida has 
tried several different types of organisations. 7*lhen the course was 
first attempted in 195S, one discussion m s  given for every lecture. The 
casssitie© felt that this resulted in too many ^detailed and factual lec
tures and in insufficient time for discussion. From this procedure,
the Florida course moved to complete discussion, but found there, too,
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that certain deficiencies were in evidence. The prospectus afforded by 
good interpretative lectures were missed as well as the clash of person— 
alibi©s and different points of vie?? given by various lecturers. The 
isore or less middle of the road pattern was finally decided upon and is 
the present method. The Uaiversity of Iowa * s HIntroduction to Social 
Science" is the only coarse of the twenty—two now utilising two lecture 
and two discussion section meetings weekly, waiter H. C. laves of the 
University of Chicago supports the plan used in the Iowa “Introduction 
to Social Science" course by asserting that the two and taro plan has ao- 
cosplished three major objectives. First, it encourages the student to 
do sore reading and encourages him to do it in time far a definite dis
cussion meeting. Second, the two discussions help the student to grasp 
the character of the course early in the year, and, third, it seems to
help the student to make the materials of the course part of his own think

\ca*ing and understanding. Undoubtedly, the same advantages could be 
daimed by th® supporters of the three discussion plan.

The arguments pro and con concerning the advantages and dis
advantages of the lecture plan as compared with the discussion technique 
are many. Th® determining factor seems to be the personnel and time 
available in the individual situation. Hare again generalizations are 
usually inadequate. The big stumbling block is lack of personnel. Find
ing people competent to lead discussion sections in a general course is 
difficult. This has caused some of the schools to resort entirely to 
lectures. In. other instances the value of discussion sections has been 
sasrlcusly questioned. As a rule in th© discussion sections a single
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problem or topic is selected for consideration. This problem or topic 
is usually analysed on th© basis of th© seek * s work and of previous 
materials of the course. A number of devices, such as brief tests., charts, 
graphs* and maps, are used far motivation in the discussion sections. The 
readings scheduled for study during the week serve as the focal point for 
many of th© discussion meetings.

It is not the purpose to make any attempt to state which on©
of the ©even types of organisations used by the state universities is
t̂h©*1 superior organisation for a general introductory social science 
course. Very likely there is no (me arrangement that is superior to all 
others. Baseever* it is appropriate to include a few words concerning 
lectures and integration of material in the general introductory course.
2a considering the merits of the lecture technique, the word of warning 
given by William G. Gar let on of the University of Florida merits attention: 
"There is nothing so damaging to morale as a poor lecture.If

Tiro alternatives present themselves as to the personnel who 
deliver the lectures In the general introductory social science course. 
First, there is the program whereby the specialist in each area is called
upon to give th© lecture or lectures in his particular field., The second
plan provides that one man present all the lectures for the course. Th© 
chief merit claimed for the series of different lectures is that it does 
giv© th© student the advantage of having expert instruction about single 
topics. This advantage of the first plan is the primary agruiaeat against 
One man presenting all the lectures. It is difficult, and some critics 
believe impossible, to find a single individual competent to deliver
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lectures In all of the social science fields. This school of thought 
would expect the immature student to integrate the social sciences but 
admits that a member of the faculty is not able to accomplish this inte
gration » However* the advantages advanced for the second plan are numer
ous and concrete. ft is said to simplify the administration of the in
troductory social science course to have all the lectures centered in the 
hands of erne instructor. likewise it is believed that vdth a single 
lecturer the possibilities of achieving real unity and coherence are 
greatly enhanced* -while too often when the lectures are given by various 
specialists the result is not a new course but an accumulation of dis
jointed fragments which the student is unable to correlate. As has been 
cited* Q* Breen of th© University of Oregon relates these advantages for 
one-smn control* yet "The Background of Social Scienceri at Oregon uses 
the specialist as the anther of each chapter in the Oregon text lectures 
when that particular section of the course is reached.^*14

Ih© University of Nebraska feels that the one-man control plan
is superior and adheres rigidly to it. The University of Florida* on the
other hand* uses experts in the presentation of the weekly lecture. It
is claimed that it gives the students a chance to see sand hear the best-
known and dynamic members of th© staff. Similarily it Is said to have the
questionable value of keeping the discussion leaders on their mettle*

105more or less in intellectual competition with the lecturers.
At the University of Hew Maxico* a division of responsibility 

exists. Several members of th© social science departments sliare the 
duties of presenting the lectures. In the Mversity of Iowa’s general
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social science course, *̂ San and Society, 8 one professor is responsible 
for the presentation of all lectures, while in ^Introduction to Social 
Science, 8 two professors share the lecture duties. Iowaf 3 third course 
in the area, "Balitieal Society, 8 calls upon each instructor to lecture 
(informally) to his section on all the areas covered in the course. The 
University of Montana, likewise, uses th© one-man control plan, central
izing responsibility for the lectures on one professor. Again the inte
gration possible with tMs type of lecture system is the outstanding 
f©attire.

Uie University of Arizona, like the Ufaiversiby of Florida, 
allows each specialist to present the lectures in his area. Twelve dif
ferent professors are involved in the presentation of a total of twenty- 
nine lectures. This would seem, to be th© height of specialization. The 
integration in the Arizona course is taken care of in the discussion sec
tions where each one is carried throughout the entire year by one instruc
tor.3*^

South Carolina employs a system similar to that of Iowa * s 
"Introduction to Social Science,ff in which the lectures are delivered by 
two professor a from different departments. The Sociology and Geography 
departments share the course at lows, bub it is a Joint endeavor of the 
Sociology and Anthropology departments in South Carolina.

At th© Universities of Hew Hampshire and Illinois, where the 
introductory social science courses are conducted on a formal lecture 
plan, the instructor having a particular group of students is charged 
with presenting all of the lectures to his group. Thus the one-man
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control is actually in effect. Similarly, at the tfoiverslty of Kansas, 
a single instructor presents all of the lectures to his groxip, with no 
assistance from special!sts. In the eight introductory courses, which 
use the informal lecture technique, the philosophy of one instructor 
directing the work of each group during the entire course predominates.
Th© statistics of the methods used in th® twenty-two general social sci
ence courses demonstrate that the trend in this area is toward the utiliza
tion of one rmn control.

The question of how much time should be allotted for an intro
ductory social science course has already been raised. President Virgil M. 
Itaeher, of the State ISxlversity of Iowa, has delcared that it must be 
understood from the beginning that the time will be insufficient. Cer
tainly Mr* Hincher ’s statement is verified in two of the southern state 
universities which are working to a limited extent in the general social 
science area. At the Universities of Mississippi and 3outh Carolina, the 
introductory course in social science is only one semester in length. In 
each of those universities, three hours each week are devoted to an intro
duction to social science. In neither university is the course required 
to fulfill a graduation requirement. It is an elective open only to 
freshmen and sophomores.

Five of the state universities offering work in th© area are on 
the quarter system rather than the semester plan. All five, the Univer
sities of Montana, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon, and Wyoming, present 
a general introductory social, science course during three quarters of the 
academic year. Th® time devoted each quarter, however, is varied. Th©
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University of North Carolina and "the University of Ifantana have courses 
■which devote five hours each week for three quarters. North Carolina 
requires the student to take its introductory course for three quarters 
to fulfill the graduation requirements, while the University of Montana 
has its course on the optional list, the enthusiasm for the course at 
Montana is emphasized by the fact that nine hundred of a total of twenty- 
nine hundred students are enrolled in "Introduction to Social Science.n 
Minnesota has the only general social science course on the quarter ays* 
tern with a four hour weekly schedule. The course at Minnesota is on a 
three quarters basis and all three quarters are required if the student 
desires to enter the senior college. Both Oregon and joining operate on 
the quarter system and present a general social science introduction 
three hours each week feu* three quarters.

All three social science offerings at the University of Iowa 
are two semester, four hour courses- Other state universities on the 
semester plan, having social science courses, include the State Univer
sities of Florida, Illinois, and Kansas. Of these, only the University 
of Florida requires all students to enroll for the course.

Bach of the other nine state universities gives its introduc
tion to social science course on a two semester basis with three hours 
each week devoted to the course. Of these, the University of Iouisiana 
State and Agricultural and Mechanical College, the University of New 
Sauspshire, and the University of New Mexico, require the students to take 
the full year, six semester hours. Three hours a week for two semesters 
are likewise allocated to th© general social science course at the State
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TSiiverslties of Arizona, l&ine, Missouri, Nebraska, West Virginia, and 
Rutgers. All present ih© introdu.ctory social science course on an 
optional basis, with only Rutgers admitting that Msome pressure is placed 
on students to enroll.

Another question concerning which there is a diversity of 
opinion 1st what is the zninisaam amount of time that can be devoted to 
an introductory social science course and still make it of sufficient 
value to warrant having it in the curriculum? As can be seen from this 
Study, there is no universal agreement among the state universities as to 
ho* much time is necessary in which to give an introductory social science 
course* She Universities of Mississippi and South Carolina see fit to 
give approximately fifty hours of class-room instruction to their intro
ductory courses, while the State Universities of l&ntana and North Carolina 
devote almost one hundred and eighty hours of class time to their social 
science introductions* Hie average amount of class hours offered in the 
twenty-two courses is slightly in excess of one hundred and ten. This 
srny not be sufficient time to give the student a sound course in social 
science. Some people feel that a °tasfce n of the social sciences is better 
than non© at all, but it seems doubtful if a one semester introduction to 
social science is adequate. It is difficult to understand how the stated 
objectives of social science can be achieved in a three hour course of 
ossa semester. Some scholars are doubtful if the entire scene can be 
adequately covered in even a full year course, with the student devoting 
as much as four to five hours in the classroom each week. The University 
of Chicago, while not a state university, has done excellent work in the
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social science fielcU Originally the Chicago plan concentrated th© intro
duction to social science in a one—year course* but after several years 
it lias determined that two full years were necessary to present the rate— 
rial adequately. As a result* the University of Chicago developed a full 
two year course called Social Science I* and Social Science XI* “An Intro
ductory General Course in the Study of Contemporary Society. ” The class 
meets two times a week for lectures* given by a panel of three men* and 
is divided irsio snail discussion groups for one meeting each week. The 
same organization is used in both Social Sciences I and I X . N o n ®  of 
the state diversities has used a two-year plan for the introduction to 
social science* but the Montana* North Carolina, and Minnesota organiza
tions approach the two-year plan in number of classroom hours.

The state universities with but one exception have not copied 
directly the syllabi and plana developed for other courses. Each of the 
universities* except Missouri* has desired to develop its own course in 
the general social sciences. Hie University of Florida administrators 
assert that their course has been developed by their own staff The 
University of Kansas did not pattern its surrey course on the Chicago or 
Columbia plan, but th© authorities admit that "Social Science Survey” 
course at Cblgate furnished many ideas for the Kansas o f f e r i n g .310 The 
University of Missourirs course* “Introduction to the Social Sciences" 
is the only one which uses a syllabus developed on another caucus* as the 
pffayu? of the Columbia University course* "Contemporary Civilization* " are 
f o l l o w e d . The University of Nebraska* while not using the Chicago 
plan as a unit* does follow the general outline and the general procedure
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involved in the Chicago course. Rutgers University lias developed its 
own course with no reference to other plans. Similarly, professor Carl H. 
Pegg at the University of North Carolina5 designed his own course, ?,History 
of lifodem Civilisation, a with no reference to other existing programs. At 
the University of Oregon, Professor Q. Breen and his staff have been org
anising their own course with their own text and syllabus.'*^

There can be no doubt that the programs of the Universities of 
Chicago, Cblgate, and Columbia have had influence on the courses developed 
in the twenty state universities, tactically all of the state univer
sities now conducting classes in the general social science area made care
ful study of these three programs before launching their own. The Univer
sity of Florida »s plan of 1955-36 was also a model studied by several state 
universities. The University of Montana, before organizing its course in 
the area, made a complete study of the work being done at the University 
of Iowa, Northwestern University and Oberlin College.**® It will probably 
be a number of years before all the universities and colleges will com
plete their surveys and make their final decisions as to what direction 
they will turn in this general social science field. The changes and in
novations made in the past twenty years imy be dwarfed by the new methods 
and n m  developments of the next twenty or thirty years.
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Chapter YX 
32? INTRODUCTORY SOCIAL SCKSCE COURSE

The texts used in the introductory social science courses of
fered by the state universities are listed below with the title of the 
course*

University of Iowa s Introduction to Social Science 
1* 4  Purvey of Social Science - M. B. Smith 
&• The Geographic Basis of American Economic life -

H. H. McCarty
University of Iowa s Political Society
1* American Government in Action - M* E. & 0* 0. Diiaoek
2* The Web of Government ~ R. M« Mclver
University of Kansas : Social Science Survey 
1* Men* Qrmivs and the togaunitv - T. H* Robinson and 

Others
Louisiana State diversity j A Survey of the Social 
Sciences
1* 4 Purvey of Social Science - M. B* Sniith 

Bconoadcs aral Government - J* C« Caldwell It 
B. L. Norton

University of Ifeine : Modem Society 
!• Introduction to Social Science - Atterberry, Auble 

and Hunt
University of Minnesota s Introduction to 3ocial Science 
1* American Dilemma - B. %rdal 
Z- Taxes Without Tears - D. B* !&rsh 
5* Culture of a  ties - H. H. Hanford
University of Mississippi s Introduction to Social 
Science
1* Hen, Groups and the Qonmunity - T. H- Robinson and 

Others
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University of Nebraska j Contemporary American 
Institutions
1. Fundamentals of Social Science - F. E* Iferrill and 

Others
University of Heir Haopehire s Ihtroduction to 
Cfcmtemparary Civilization
2** Civilization s Bast and Resent - T« W. V/allbank 

and A* M« Taylor
University of 3fs?f Ifedlco j Introduction to Social 
Science
1* Introduction to Social Science - Atterberrya Aubie, 

and Bant
University of Worth Carolina i History of Modern 
Civilization
1* American Society and the Changing World - G. II*

Bsgg and Others
Butgers University s The Fundamentals of Civilisation 
i* nature and the Fundamentals of Civilization -

H. M. ifeald
Zm Western Civilizations s Their History and Culture - 

R. E. McWall Boms
University of South Carolina i Introduction to Social 
Science
1. Introduction to Social Science - Atterberry, Auble,

and Sunt
University of West Virginia ? Social Science I and II 
1« Introduction to Serial Science - E. B, Riegel and 

Others
University of Wyoming : Social Science Sequence 

Introduction to Sociology — J. L» & J« P. (Ellin 
Tfcmard A Democratic Wew Order - B. Bryn-Jonea

University of Arizona s Introduction to Social Science 
Selected Eeadings

University of Florida s American Institutions 
Selected leadings

University of Iowa s Man and Society 
Selected leadings
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University of Illinois : Coisnxunity and Society 
Selected Headings

tfoiversity of Missouri s Introduction to Social Science 
Selected Headings

ISoiversity of Itotana ? In.troduetion to Social Science '
Selected Headings

fhe following are brief statement s concerning each of the books 
used in their entirety in the introductory social science courses surveyed*

the Survey of Social Science is edited by C&drinus Breen of the 
tMversity of Oregon. Following a brief introduction by the editor, 
eleven specialists have presented their field of the social sciences. In
cluded in the Oregon text are separate chapters on geography, biology, 
psychology, anthropology, political science, economies, sociology, phil
osophy, history, religion, and fine arts. Dr. Breen makes a rather inter
esting division of the disciplines, calling geography, "Human Biology*M 
psychology and anthropology, the “Background Studies j * while political 
science, economics, and sociology are termed, "Descriptive Studies.* The 
other four disciplines, philosophy, history, religion and fine arts are 
listed by Breen as, "Interpretative Studies. Only about one tenth
of the three hundred pages deals with the political science area.

American Society and the Changing Isrld. edited by C. H. Fegg 
of the t&iivarsity of North Carolina, employs a similar type of organiza
tion with nine specialists contributing to the text. The book gives 
approximately one-fifth of its five hundred and eighty pages to the study 
of government, its functions and operations. The emphasis is placed upon 
the historic approach. The disciplines of sociology, economics, and
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geography are not omitted, but are relegated to the background. In the 
text each writer has prepared a chapter in his own area of concentration. 
The specialization is, if anything, greater than in the Oregon boak.-*-̂

Problems
has George C. Atterberry of tilbur Wight Junior College, John L* Aubl© 
of Herzl College and Elgin F. hunt of Woodrow Wilson Junior College as 
its principal authors, but twelve other writers each contributed at least 
one chapter. Again the organization is the type known as the tandem 
method. Four mjor divisions are presented. I, Basic Factors in Social 
i^oblems, II, Social delations and Social Problems, III, The Competitive 
System and Social Eroblesas, and 17, Government and Social Problems, The 
longest and most specialized of the divisions is the one concerned with 
government and social problems. As a result, over on©~tliird of the two 
volume work is devoted to the study of political science and its contribu
tions to the solutions of the social problems, The text analyzes the 
operation and structure of government to a greater degree than other texts 
which attempt to cover the entire social science area. The integration 
of a book authored by one man is missing, but the theory i© that this is 
offset by the authenticity rendered by fifteen specialists, each writing 
in his ovm fiald.''^

An Introduction to the Social Sciences is a two volume work 
edited by Bohert E. Hegel. Seven professors of Dartmouth College col
laborated with the editor in the preparation of the text. Again the 
technique employed was that of dividing the social sciences into the 
usual disciplines and assigning each of the specialists to write in his
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own area. Professor Riegel, himself an economist, pro seats in detail 
the economic problems that face the modem world. However, two polit
ical scientists on his staff, Elmer E. Snead and w. L. Eager, present a 
survey of the political science discipline in the hundred and forty—two 
pages that were aHoted. The approach used throughout the volume is a 
study of institutions in the light of separate disciplines - a modifica
tion of the true problem approach.-*-^

fundamentals of Social Science is edited by frauds S. Merrill. 
The author claims that this one volume edition is a child of the two vol- 
xsm treatise edited by R. B. Riegel, but a child that has grown in some 
respects, been curtailed in others, and been completely revised. The 
design of the book is plainly to satisfy the need fen* a text that can be 
used in a one semester social science course. The text is divided very 
much on the same pattern as the book edited by Professor Riegel, with
identical subject matter boundaries being employed. Ihe fields of polit-

n  ftical science and economics dominate this standard social science text.
Survey of Social Science is written by Marion B. Smith with the 

editorial collaboration of Carroll Daugherty. The institutional approach 
ig used extensively. Part three of Smith's book is devoted to what he 
terms social institutions which are divided into eight types; <1) Domestic, 
{Z) Educational, (5) Recreational, (4) Religious, (5) Health, (6) Aesthe
tic, (?) Economic, and {£) Political. The bode does show a unity that 
©an come only from the authorship of one man. However, Smith’s book is 
open to serious criticism as to the validity and adequacy of the treat
ment given various institutions* One of the faults that some critics find
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i® that Smith never attempts to point out solutions for the social prob
lems.^® About one-fourth of Professor Smith » s text deals with a dis
cussion of the political institutions, which constitutes one of the 
longer sections.

Man# Groups and the Cbmannity. A Survey in the Social Sciences 
is edited by Thomas H. Babin son with ten other members of the School of 
Social Sciences, Colgate University, contributing to th© volume. The 
book, dedicate to Ubessnan H* Allen, who said, ?,Lifa is a unit,* follows 
this them throughout its nine-hundred fifty pages. 'While th© text does 
show to a small degree a lack of coherence, it is one of the better inte
grated of the social science texts, due largely to the editing. One of 
the factors that probably contributed to the unity and balance of the 
tosct is the method used in assigning the writing duties. While many books 
of this type use the principle that each man should write his own chapter 
or section of th© text, th© plan in Ban. Groups and the Community was to 
have several men. work together on every chapter, thu3 presenting a fuller 
r i m  than if only one man wrote each chapter „ There is still an element 
of th© tandem method present as the various disciplines are isolated. One- 
third of the nine hundred and tliirty-nine pages are devoted to explaining 
the functions of government. The fifth section presents a number of the 
political and social problems that face the modem day w o r l d .

raima* Nature and the Fundamentals of Civilization is authored 
by y&rk M. Ileald of Batgers University* s History Department. 3h the 
introduction of the two volume lithographed edition the problem of the 
synthesis of knowledge is discussed, followed by rbrt I, which deals
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with the “Physical and Psychological Bases of Human Nature.M Included 
is this section is material cm basic time sequences, geological eras, 
biological evolution, laws of physiological inheritance and a few of the 
psychological aspects of human nature, Th© second part deals with the 
social aspects ©f civilization, and such elements of society as the family, 
clan, tribe, and state are discussed. IkLle the first volume presents a 
more or less analytical summary of the aspects of the fundamental elements 
and conditions of civilisation, the second volume brings in historic ex
amples, giving the course its historic approach. Introduced are such 
elements as critical evaluations of some of the weaknesses and failures 
©f th© theoretical ideals. Economic, governmental, ethical, religious, 
and philosophical aspects of contemporary civilization are included in 
volume number two. The significant characteristics of modern culture are 
also outlined in ifcofesaor Heald's work. Volume one gives the structural 
design, while volume two may have greater value as a study of social 
science. 1 ^

Western Civilizations s Their History and Their Cultures, is 
authored by Edward H. Bums of the Rutgers University staff. Hie book, 
which makes no pretense of being a social science text, presents a sur
vey of mn's struggles, achievements, and failures from the earliest days 
of civilisation to the present time. It makes extensive use of the 
historical method.*^

dvl^gabion - Bast and present is a two volume basic history 
text by T* 'Walter liallbank and Ala stair M. Taylor. The two volumes empha
sis© twentieth century history with the essentials of all civilizations
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being discussed under six main headings? (1) economic, (2) social life,
(S) political organisation, (4) religion, (5) education, and (6) aesthetic 
activities.^*

The Web of Government, is authored by Robert U. Mclver. Profes
sor Mclver, a political scientist and sociologist explains some sociologi
cal problems but centers his book on political questions.

American Government in Action is -written by M. £* and G. 0. 
Bimock, it makes no pretense of presenting the entire social science 
picture but is concerned only -with the functions of American government.

An Introduction to Sociology is a pure sociology text by John L. 
Gillin and John P. Gillin. The function that this book is said to serve 
in the Wyoming introduction to social science course is that of aiding 
the student in understanding the multifarious complex of experience which 
siay be called social relations. There can be little doubt that the stu
dent needs to know the structure of society, the ways in which men organ
ise themselves into groups for the achievement of ends, the changes in 
institutions and the functions of human inter-relationships. However, it 
is in order to inquire as to what balance can be given to a social sci
ence course in which at least half of the readings in the course deal with 
the sociology discipline to the exclusion of all others.

Toward 4  Democratic Mew Order, by David Bryn-Jones, concentrates 
on the presentation of political problems. Bryn-Jones7 book portrays 
democratic government as it meets the political problems of the day.

.EeonQBdcs and Government by J. C. Caldwell and B. L. Horton 
is a unique text. The book presents the basic political anti economic
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problems facing modem America, with consideration being given to the 
role of government in business.

The Geographic Basis of American Economic life is ■written by 
Harold B# UcGarty of the State University of Iowa*a Geography Department. 
This economic geography text deals with the economic institutions and 
their relations to geography. The concepts it expounds are derived 
largely from the field of economics, while its method is largely from the 
field of geography.

Taxes Without Tears by Donald B. Marsh is concerned with three 
main issues, (1) ^employment, (2) Monopoly, and (5) Inequality. It is 
an attempt through discussion, to keep misleading or irrelevant conven
tions and rules of thumb from interfering at once with clear thinking and 
effective action.

Culture of Cities is by lewis Muaford and devotes its attention 
to the political aspects of a city as well as the cultural facts. It 
presents an analysis of many of the problems facing cities and th© resi
dents of th© metropolitan areas.

American Dilemma by Bryon %rdal states the problems of the 
American negro with clarity. Approximately one fifth of the work is con
centrated upon th© political implications of what the author believes to 
be the biggest question yet to be solved in America.

A brief survey of the text books used by the twenty state uni
versities in th® twenty-two introductory social science courses reveals 
no more uniformity than has any other aspect of these courses. There is 
little agreement even as to the number of books needed to properly conduct
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this type of course. Hiile a single text is used in ten of the courses, 
Six others as*© organized with assignments in reading lists. Of the ten 
universities using one book as the basic reading material for the intro
ductory social science course* three schools, latino* New Mexico, and 
South Carolina, agree upon the same book. The University of Kansas and 
th© University of Mississippi also use the same text, hut a different one 
than that used at Ifeine, New ?fai.co and South Carolina. All other five 
courses that are taught with a single text use a different introductory 
social science book.

Several of th© state universities favor the plan wherein the 
faculty members of the social science staff write their own text. It 
Bftgt be admitted that the first attempt may not be any better than the 
standard text, but with practice their efforts should improve. One of the 
advantages daisied for this plan is that it is a step toward integration 
of th© course, as it forces th© faculty members to focus attention upon 
the task of integration as they write their text . The joint writing of 
the text by several members of the staff is said to bring th© realisation 
to th© entire staff that it is their responsibility to give th© course 
integration and purpose. Hie greatest criticism of having a number of 
writers co-operate in the production of the text is the danger of produc
ing a disjointed manuscript. This shortcoming of a joint enterprise is 
offset, in Brofessor Breen* s opinion, by the greater authenticity as to 
information and organisation that can be obtained by the co-operation of 
several scholars. Th© University of Oregon educator does not believe 
that any one man can writ© a sound chapter on each of the ten or more
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subjects that are covered in the usual social science fcaxt.^^6
In addition to the University of Iowa* which uses Professor 

H* H. HcGarty*©, The Geographic Basis of American Economic life for one 
semester of "Introduction to Social Science,» and Louisiana, which uses 
M. E. Smith's, A Survey of Social Science* there are three other univer
sities using bocks written by members of their faculty especially for 
their general social science course* Oregon is one of this group with 
its text entitled, Survey of Social Science* with a sub-title, An Intro
duction to A Social Society* A similar production at the University of 
XTorth Carolina called American Society and the Changing lorld is used in 
its introductory social science course. The third school where members 
of the staff have written the text used in the general social science course 
is Butgers University. Th© lithograph!cal two volume work by X5ark M. Ifeald 
is called Human Hatore and the Fundamentals of Civilization* while Asso
ciate Professor Edward J&lall Bums entitles his bock, Western Civiliza
tions - Their History and Their Culture.

Th© University of Missouri ’ s course, "Introduction to Social 
Science, w is the only one of the twenty-two schools that uses the manual 
of course bocks of Columbia * s course in "Contemporary Civilization." The 
other five social science courses which are using selected readings have 
prepared their own book lists. These reading lists reflect th© courses 
rather vividly. Bepresentativ© of the books included on the University 
of Floridans list ar© the following: Charles A. Beard's, Economic Basis

Politics: A. A. Berle and G. E. JSsana* Modem Corporation and Private 
Brouertyg The lad of Economic M  by F. A. Erueksrj .James Burnham* 3,
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She l&nagerial Resolution; the Road to Serfdom by IVederik Hayekj and 
Walter Id,gpsann * a Good Society.

Similarly th© University of Illinois* book list mirrors the 
emphasis placed upon sociological problems in its, Ĉomnainity and Society. ® 
Included in the reading assignments are parts of J. F. Cuber' a text, 
Sociolorrys H. aarbaugh* s Gold (bast and Slum; Jones West * s Flaimille;
Deep South by M. E. and B* B. Gardner and A. Davisj Ralph Union’s The 
Study of Man and Science of 3fap in a Crisis; Eatherine Way and Dexter 
lister* s One World Or Hone; The Goinimnist Bmifestoi A. A. Brill’s Basic 
llrftings of SinmRxad firevds and ¥. P. Ogbum’s Social Change. In addition 
to these books the students are given supplementary lists of related read
ings which they are urged to peruse.

Arizona * s "Introductlon to Social Scienceu has a reading list 
of fifteen bocks. Of the books used in the Arizona course almost all are 
standard text books in sociology, economics, government and history. Rep
resentative of th© texts utilized are the following; G. H. Hedges* Intro
duction to World Civilization; Thomas H. Robinson* s Man. Groups and Com- 
Tmn-ities; S. P. Schmidt’s Man and Societys Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations;
P. w* Sustain and C^eenheiiaer’s Problems of ftxiem Society; C. G. Haines 
and B. H. ffeines* Principles and Problems of Government; and Andrews and 
Ear&sen*» Tomorrow in the Biking*

The Montana list is similar in character to that of the Univer
sity of Arizona, including standard texts in the social science disciplines.

I3ae course, and Society, 9 given at the University of Iowa,
uses a differ exit group of "hooks than those already examined. Bjcfcensiv©
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use Is made of the articles in the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences.
Articles entitled *What Are the Social Sciences?*, uOomnmnication11, 
’’Symbolism11, “PropagandaH, “Geography” and others are photographed and 
placed in the library for the student s1 study. Ihe books used indude 
few of the standard texts ordinarily associated with the general social 
science courses* H« I. Hayakawa* s, language in Actions Robert fhouless'
How To Think Straight; Bath Benedict’s Th® Pattern of Culture; Ralph 
Mnrfeon’s The litoral Background of Personality; M* R. and B. B. Gardner 
and A. Davis’ Beep South; Albert Ktambhal’s Small Town Stuff: lamer 
Bant’s Yankee Gitv Series; Walter Bebb»s The Great Haina; and Robert 
Lynchs WLd&letawi in Transition. Also included in the reading list for 
students in “Man and Society” are sections of Barry E. Barnes and 0. M.
Reudi*s The American Way of life; B. ST* Brogan1 s Government of the People; 
Carl B, Swisher’s The Growth of Constitutional Power: Eugene Staley’s 
S M S ®  owr in Transition; and Walter A. Dixon’s Economic Institutions 
and Cultural Change.

It is not meant to imply that only the six courses that have 
reading lists use material other than in the book listed as the basic

The University of Florida * s reaction to using a text book is 
typical of the schools using the reading list method rather than a single 
text* While the standard, social science texts are made available, the 
assignments are usually centered in the type of book already listed as 
represeniative of their selected readings. One disadvantage said to accrue 
in using a variety of texts and reference books is the difficulty involved
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in obtaining unity and integration. This method is known, to minimise 
the text as an integrating factor and some professors feel lost without 
a text upon which to base their course. Miscellaneous assignments., un
less very carefully made and followed through in discussion and lecture, 
can offer a variety of disjointed ‘•readings*’ that may or may not contribute 
to the objectives of the course.

Bi writing a text for a general social science course, the 
author must at the outset make a major decision concerning the way he 
approaches the subject. There seem to be two fundamental approaches.
The first, and probably the easier of the two, is sometimes called “the 
tandem method”. This is the approach which divides the social science 
disciplines into their separate fields and devotes a chapter or series of 
chapters to each subject matter area. The result is that one section of 
the book is devoted rather exclusively to sociology, another section to 
political science and its problems, and so on throughout the social sci
ence disciplines. If the writer does not choose to use this type of organ
isation for M s  social science text, then he usually turns to an integrated 
approach wherein the problems confronting man are considered without re
gard to label* This type of text is probably more difficult to write. It 
is usually considered easier to integrate each discipline in itself rather 
than to attempt to integrate the entire social science area.

In the courses which use either a single text or two books as 
the foundation for the social science course, political science seems to 
be the leading center of concentration* The one course that goes farther 
than any other in this concentration is the University of Iowa*s “Political
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Society.® Th© two books used in connection with this course devote over 
thre©~fourths of their pages to political problems and the functions of 
government. Three other courses devote approximately one-third of their 
total readings to th© elements of political science. The introductory 
social science courses at Louisiana University, %oaELng, and Mississippi 
assign at least a third of the reading material in this area.

Three universities devote approximately one-fourth of their 
reading assignments to politics and political science material, the IMi- 
versities of l&ine, South Carolina, and Hear Mexico use the specialised 
discipline, political science, as the foundation for about twenty-five 
percent of their general social science courses.

Th® University of North Carolina uses history as the principal 
integrating discipline but also uses political science material for at 
least one-fifth of its reading assignments^ Determination of the exact 
extent to which political science enters into some of the general social 
science courses is not possible. In the University of Iowars course,

and Society, tt the elements of political science, economics, geography, 
sociology, psychology and all th© other social science disciplines are 
treated as they play their roles 3a the total picture. They are not iso
lated and treated as special areas but are shown as constantly inter
acting forces, which do not perform in isolated hemispheres of their own. 
In a few of the general social science courses the political area is left 
almost untouched. New Pfeî sliire*s course gives only a minimum of time 
to political issues, problems and trends, as the emphasis is upon history. 
Th© same is true in th© Butgers University course. The University of
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Illinois directs about the same proportion of its course concentrating 
on sociological problems as Iowa *3 HPolitical Society” devotes to gov
ernmental issues. Acceding to the diversified reading lists of the 
courses given at Florida, Missouri, iris ana, and limtana, it ■would ap
pear that a fairly equal balance of most of the social sciences is in
cluded* Of course the emphasis may easily be changed by the lecturers 
or discussion leaders.

From the survey made of the social science test books in use 
at the state universities, a few conclusions are evident. Th& ideal text 
book for teaching a general social science course does not appear to have 
been published - if it is in print, at least the m m  in charge of the 
instruction in this area are not aware of it. A H  of the texts seem to 
have some general shortcomings* Most of them lack a balanced perspec
tive* Ike picture that is presented of social science is distorted. 
Frequently, the picture is not complete - only th© sociological side, 
or in other cases, only the political aspect of man’s life is presented.
In some of the texts the emphasis appears to be centered in too specialized 
mx area. Uhi® probably is due to the specialist writing in his own local
ised field with an editor who fears to hurt any of the specialists’ feel
ings by omitting any of the material*

Hon© of the texts exhaust the numerous approaches that are 
available to the social scientist. Usually only the problem approach or 
the institutional approach is utilized, or as in several instances, the 
historical method is used to the exclusion of all the others. The scien
tific method scans to be almost completely overlooked in the writing of
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the social science texts and where it is used, it is not followed through 
to th® third and fourth steps which are considered the most important.
Inhere the institutional approach is used, many of the important institu
tions, and, frequently the foundations of these institutions are overlooked 
and never analysed.

fhere appears to be a definite trend in the direction of devel
oping their own syllabus or are already using their own product. One of 
the oldest of these syllabi is that of the University of Florida for its 
course^ Social Science Comprehension,the Rutgers diversity faculty 
has been revising and adding to their syllabus for over twenty years.
Kansas also has a syllabus that has been used for several years. Oregon's 
syllabus likewise has gone through most of the experimental stages. Among 
th© schools that are still developing and asodifyiiig their syllabi are the 
Universities of Virginia and %oming. Montana also is developing a so
cial science syllabus. A syllabus for the general social science course, 
«Hm and Society,® at the TMversity of lorn is under preparation. "The 
Introduction to Social Science0 course at Xowa lias been using the same 
syllabus for tte’ee years* Other schools that employ this teaching tech- 
niqus in th e ir  general social science courses are the Tkdversity of 
Arisoaa, the Ifc&versity of Missouri, and tlm diversity of north Carolina, 
which offers another on© of the older courses in the field, "History of 
ifodem Civilisation.n

Ten of the general social science courses are taught without a 
syllabus, the Universities of Illinois, Louisiana State University and 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi,
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Nebraska* New shire* New Mexico, and South Carolina do not present 
their courses through this medium.
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TABLE E
dumber of Texts Used in Introductory Social Science Courses

Courses Using 
a Sinde Text

Courses Using 
Reading lists Courses Using 

Two Text Books
Courses Using 
Three Text Books

1. E&nsas
2. I&ine 
S* Mississippi
4.
5.
6. leer Msad-co
7. Horth Carolina

9. South Carolina 
10* West Virginia

X* Arizona
2. Florida
3. Ioisa

(ifen a nd 
Society)

4* Illinois
S. ISLssosri

1. Iowa
(Political
Society)

2. lossa
(Introduction 
to Soc-Sci.)

3. Loui siana

5* doming

1* Minnesota
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TABLE I
list of Texts Used in Introductory Social Science Course;

!• ^tgodagt;lo& to Social Science ~ Atterberry, AubXe and Hunt 
a* Maine 
b* Sew Mexico 
c. South Carolina

Z* Mm? Groups m d  the community * T„ H. Koblnson and Others 
a* Kansas
b. Mississippi

5* A Btsrmr of Social Science ~ M. B. Smith
&• Iowa (introduction to Social Science) 
b» Louisiana

3&S Geographic Basis of American Economic Life - H. H. IScGarty 
a* Iom (Introduction to Social Science)

5* goapoad.es and Government - Caldwell and Norton 
a* ta&sLaiia

American M l mmi  - £• ^rdal 
Tsx&s l&thout Tears - D. B. ?&rsh 
Culture of Cities - H. M. Muaford 

a.
American Government in Action - M. B. and G. 0, KLmock 
The Ifeb of Government - K. M. Mclver 

a* Iowa (Political Society)
Stoaan Nature and the Fundamentals of Civilisation — H. M. Heald 
Western Cd.vilizations s Their Hi stogy & Culture - E. McNall Burns 

a- Butgers
Introduction to Sociology - J. L. Gillin and J. P. Gillin 
Toward A Democratic New Order - D. Bryn-Jones 

a,
10« Introduction to Social Science - S. E. Eiegcl and Others 

a. West Virginia
11. Fundamentals of Social Science - F. E. Lferrill 

a* Nebraska
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TABLE X 
({kmtina©&)

IS. Civilization s Bast and Present - T« ¥<, Wallbank and A*
a. New Hampshire

IS. American Society and the Changing B>rld — C. H. Psgg 
a. North Carolina

14. Bmrvm Of Social Science - Q. Breen
a. Oregon

M» Taylor
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